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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to develop and implement two control programs on an
experimental hydraulic crane. The first program demonstrates a kinematic redundancy of the
crane also called an extra degree of freedom. The second program is an experimental
trajectory following solution that can aid crane operators. The trajectory is optimized to
minimize hydraulic cylinders use. The thesis involves various issues concerning both low
layer and high layer control. This includes a system identification, system nonlinearity
compensation, dead zone compensation, gain scheduling, PI controllers tuning and
optimization problems. The solutions like genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic are used. Both
control programs are made in Mathworks Simulink and run in dSPACE system.
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Symbols
{Fix, Fiy, Fiz} – frames used in calculations, letter i denotes frame number
{Lix, Liy, Liz} – link fixed frames, letter i denotes crane link number
Lip3 - point relative to frame {Lix, Liy, Liz}
TRil – torque link i length
CilOS - length between beginning of cylinders main body and center of joint between link and
cylinder i
CilC - length of main body (without rod) of cylinder i
CilEXT – cylinder i extension
CilOE - length between end of the rod and center of joint between link and cylinder i
Cil - full length of lift cylinder defined as length between cylinders joints
extetnion - length of the extension link
R1
- height of the boom and post join
R2
- boom length
R3
- outer boom length to the extension link
R4
- minimal distance between tooltip and x-axis of the third coordinate system in fix
link convention.
R5
- length of the outer boom end after the extension link.
d1
- distance between the general coordinate system and tooltip position
d2
- distance between the boom and post join and tooltip position
d3
- distance between the boom and outer boom join and tooltip position
k1-6 - static parameters of transfer function
P
- proportional gain of PI controller
I
- integral gain of PI controller
- transformation matrix, letter i denotes.
iTj
x
- system input
y
- system output
weight1 - weight3 - weight of optimization cost function for genetic algorithm
kp
- gain of the second order system
ωn
- undamped resonance frequency of second order system
ζ
- relative damping factor of second order system
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1 Introduction
1.1 Forwarder description
A forwarder is a forestry vehicle used to collect cut-to-length felled logs from the
forest. A typical forwarder is equipped with a hydraulic crane and a wagon. The crane allows
self loading and piling logs. A sketch of ROTTNE F10 forwarder is shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 ROTTNE F10 Forwarder sketch [1]

1.2 Problem statement
A typical forwarder is equipped with an electrically controlled hydraulic crane and
wagon. The crane allows self-loading and piling logs. The traditional control of a forwarder
requires a lot of skill and multitasking. A forwarder operator has to manually operate the
turntable, the boom and the outer boom, the extension boom, the grapple rotation and its
opening (see figure 1.2). The basic performance indicator is the number of collected or piled
logs in a given time. It significantly depends on how many of the crane functions can be
operated at the same time. The functions are operated using two multi function joysticks. The
relations between the signals from the joysticks and the outputs of the functions are
nonlinear. This is especially visible in case of tilt of lift arm and elbow arm angular
velocities. Additional the way that the crane tip can be moved in the vertical plane is
unnatural. The motion of the crane tip is a combination of two circular motions and one
linear. This combination gives kinematic redundancy. This extra degree of freedom makes it
harder for the operator to move the grapple on an optimal trajectory.
The complexity and difficulty of controlling a forwarder crane requires long time of
operator training and results in a high burden on the operator during the work. High burden
makes the operator getting tired faster and thus becoming less efficient.
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Figure 1.2 Crane movement controlled by the operator: the turnable (A), the boom (B) and the outer
boom(C), the extension boom (D), the grapple rotation (E) and its opening (F).

1.3 Scope of thesis work
The first and main goal of this thesis is to design and implement a control program
that would demonstrate the kinematic redundancy of a typical forwarder crane. Such a
demonstration requires a good understanding of the crane kinematics and dynamics, which
implies the ability to control the movement of the crane tooltip and the ability to find
different combinations of the crane positions with the same tooltip position. The second goal
is to improve the crane control system. An exemplary solution that could aid the forwarder
operator in controlling a forwarder crane is developed.
This thesis focuses only on the movement caused by the three two-way hydraulic
cylinders attached to the post, boom, outer boom and extension boom (see chapter 3.1). The
rotary movement of the post does not influence the existence of extra degree of freedom and
is omitted in this work.
The crane tooltip is defined as a point at the end of the extension boom where a
grapple should be attached.

1.4 Thesis outcome
Final results of this thesis are two fully working control programs implemented in
Simulink and tested in a dSPACE system connected to the experimental crane: „the fixed
point keeping‟ and ‘the trajectory movement’. The first one is a demonstration of the crane
kinematic redundancy. It allows moving all three links while keeping a fixed position of the
tooltip relative to the world frame. The second one uses precalculated cost-optimized
movement trajectories of the crane which allow to pick up logs from the ground and place
them on the forwarder. It is a semi automatic control algorithm that allows shared control, i.e.
automatic moving the crane tooltip on a precalculated trajectory, which in real time is
modified by the operator.
-2-

1.5 Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 contains the background of the thesis. This includes the description of a
forwarder, the history of the Crane Tip Control project and previous works and tools used in
the project.
Chapter 3 contains a full description of the experimental crane. First, the geometry of
the experimental crane is described. Positions of crucial points like joints and places where
cylinders and torque links are attached to the four main links are shown in the sketch of each
link. Later there is a description of the sensors available on the crane and the hydraulic
system. The chapter ends with a description of the control devices.
Chapter 4 begins with a description of the used relations between the angles of the
links and the extensions of their corresponding hydraulic cylinders. Next, the kinematic
model and the inverse kinematics are described.
Chapter 5 concentrates on a direct, real time control system. It explains the controller
algorithm, but omits the optimization which cannot be done in real time. The chapter begins
with a description of the control approach and the control problems. Then it defines the
control loops. Later the process of identification of the system, including measuers taken to
compensate for nonlinearities and dead zones, are described. The chapter ends with the
description of PI controllers tuning.
Chapter 6 focuses on the high layer control. It contains the descriptions of the
programmes; „the fixed point keeping‟ and „the trajectory movement‟.These programmes are
the implementation of the final results of the thesis work.
Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the work done in this thesis. It discusses the
future work that can be done to improve the control programs presented in this thesis and
future work that can be done in the Crane Tip Control Project.
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2 Background
2.1 Crane Tip Control project
This thesis is a part of the Crane Tip Control project, which is funded
Sparbanksstiftelsen Kronan and the participating industries and universities. It
a collaboration between Rottne Industri AB, DASA Control AB, Blekinge Institute
Technology and Linnaeus University.
The project focuses on improving the knowledge of hydraulic cranes used
forwarders and on developing solutions to improve the quality of crane control.
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2.2 Related works
Various works concentrate on the knowledge and control of the cranes used in
forestry machines. Some works focus on the theoretical descriptions [2][3][4][5] while others
on different dynamic modeling and simulation aspects [6][7][8]. There are also works which
focus on improving the crane control systems.
One approach to improve control system for a crane operator is to reduce the number
of functions that have to be controlled manually by an operator. This can be done by
implementation of the automated control of one of the functions. For example by adding the
automatic extension boom control [9].
Another approach is to replace the traditional control with a computer aided control.
For example by adding direct control of the position of crane tooltip in cartesian coordinate
system instead of manual control of hydraulic cylinders [6].
Other approach is to add semi-automatic shared control between a human operator
and a computer control system. In this approach the control system executes movement based
on a pre-planned trajectory and operator input [10].

2.3 Comparison to this work
This work treats all aspects of control design, from low layer control to high layer
control design. The crane is divided into three subsystems that are reduced to second order
systems. PI regulators are used. Nonlinearities in the system are compensated by design of
compensation block and fuzzy logic gain scheduling.
This work uses semi-automatic shared control system approach. The difference
between shared control presented in [10] and shared control developed in this thesis is in the
way of storing a pre-calculated trajectory, way of execution of the trajectory and the way in
which an operator can influence the crane movement. In this work the pre-calculated
trajectory is stored as a linear approximation of a set of destination points of joint variables.
The operator can switch along this linear approximation affecting the crane movement on the
predefined trajectory. The operator changes the executed trajectory by changing one
additional parameter.
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2.4 Tools
All calculations and some simulations are done in Matlab R2012a. Matlab is a
programming environment for numerical computing, data analysis and visualizations. It also
allows symbolic computing.
The design and implementation of the control programs and also simulations are done
in Simulink R2012a. Simulink is a graphical diagram tool for modeling and simulating
dynamic systems. All control programs are done in Real-Time Workshop extended with
dSPACE Real Time Interface (RTI). This allows compiling the programs directly from
Simulink and run on the dSPACE system.
We use Control Desk to manage and run the control application on the dSPACE
system. Each program can be controlled from interface created in Control Desk. The
interface windows are called layouts. Each layout can contain various controls like numerical
values viewers, numerical inputs, press buttons, push buttons and others. The plot controls
are used to collect data like control signals and the signals of the sensors.
The physical tests are done on an experimental crane (see figure 2.1) located in the
laboratory hall at Växjö University. The crane is controlled by a control system of DASA,
called DASA 5, and a dSPACE systems. More about these systems can be found in
section 3.4. The experimental crane is a downscaled model of the cranes of ROTTNE
forwarders. The crane does not have any grapple attached to its tip. More information about
the experimental crane can be found in chapter 3.

Figure 2.1 Experimental crane.

The dimensions of the experimental crane were derived from CAD model provided by
Rottne AB using AutoCAD 2012 software. All crane drawings in this thesis are based on
this model.
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3 Object description
3.1 Geometrical description
The experimental crane consists of five main rigid bodies (see figure 3.1). Each of the
five main rigid bodies is called a link. They are enumerated as link 0 up to link 4. These are:
 the zero link referred to as the base
 the first link referred to as the post
 the second link referred to as the boom
 the third link referred to as the outer boom
 the fourth link referred to as the extension boom
Those links are connected to each other by four joints. For instance link 0 is connected to link
1 and link 1 is connected to link 2. Each of the five links has its own coordinate system.
These coordinate systems are called link-fixed frames and are used only as reference frames
for important points of the links. Link-fixed frames are denoted as {Lix, Liy, Liz} where i
stands for the link number. Each rotational link frame has its origin placed in its first joint.
The frame of the extension boom has its origin placed in the center of extension boom side
that is hidden in outer boom. Each x-axis of the link-fixed frames are parallel to its bottom
surface and the y-axis is perpendicular. In case of the base, the lab floor is treated as bottom
surface. The frame of the base is placed on the lab floor level directly under the rotational
axis of the post.
Besides the main rigid bodies there are two additional links that are part of torque link
and four hydraulic cylinders.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental crane sketch

The base imitates a forwarder. Dual slew cylinders are rigidly mounted on the base.
Therefore in this work they are considered as a part of the base. It is possible because the
horizontal rotary movement is omitted in this thesis.
The most important points of the first link relative to {L0x, L0y, L0z} are shown in
figure 3.2. Point L0p1 represents position where the rotational axis of the post (see below)
crosses the lab floor level. Point L0p2 represents center position where the post is mounted.

Figure 3.2 Zero link (base) sketch
-8-

The post is a swivel arm. It is mounted vertically on the base which is attached to the
laboratory floor. The movement of the swivel arm is not the aim in this project. Therefore
this link is immobilized on the experimental crane. The most important points of the first link
relative to {L1x, L1y, L1z} are shown in figure 3.3. Point L1p1 represents the position of the
joint between the post and the base. Vertically the point is placed in the center of its
mechanical bottom. Point L1p2 represents center position of revolute joint between the post
and the boom. Point L1p3 represents position of connection with the lift cylinder.

Figure 3.3 First link (swivel arm) sketch.

The Boom is the second and the longest of the links. It can be rotated vertically relative to
axis parallel to L2y axis by the lift cylinder. The most important points of the boom relative to
{L1x, L1y, L1z} are shown in figure 3.4. Point L2p1 represents the position of joint between the
post and the boom. Point L2p2 represents the position of connection with the start of the lift
cylinder. Point L2p3 represents the position of the connection with the start of the outer boom
cylinder. Point L2p4 represents the position of the connection with the first torque link. Point
L2p5 represents the position where the outer boom is connected.

Figure 3.4 Second link (boom) sketch.

The outer boom can be rotated vertically relative to axis parallel to L3y axis by outer boom
cylinder and torque links. The most important points of the outer boom relative to
{L3x, L3y, L3z} are shown in figure 3.5. Point L3p1 represents the position of joint between the
outer boom and the boom. Point L3p2 represents the position of the connection with the
second torque link. Point L3p3 represents the position of the connection with the end of outer
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boom cylinder. Point L3p4 represents the center position of the place where extension boom
slides out of the outer boom.

Figure 3.5 Third link (outer boom) sketch.

The telescopic boom is the last link. It can slide out of the outer boom moved by the
extension boom cylinder. The most important points of the outer boom relative to
{L4x, L4y, L4z} are shown in figure 3.6. Point L4p1 represents the position of the connection
with the end of the extension cylinder end. Point L4p2 represents the position where a grapple
should be mounted. Point L4p3 represents the center position of the end of the part of the
telescopic boom that can slide into the outer boom.

Figure 3.6 Fourth link (extension boom) sketch.

Two additional links are a part of the torque link. Those links connect one of ends of the
boom cylinder with the boom and outer boom. The torque link increase the range of outer
boom tilt. This increase of range comes with the cost of high nonlinear relation between
extension of the boom cylinder and the outer boom tilt in lower values of the tilt angle (see
section 4.3).
Figure 3.7 shows a sketch of the two additional links of the torque link. In this work only
their lengths of those elements are important. The length of first torque link is denoted as TR1l
The length of second torque link is denoted as TR2l.
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Figure 3.7 Sketch of two additional links that are part of the torque link.

There are three double-acting hydraulic cylinders in the crane. The lift cylinder is the first
one. It rotates the boom. The movement of the boom is constrained by the lift cylinder. We
use five parameters (see figure 3.8) to describe the constrains caused by the outer boom
cylinder:
C2lOS - length between beginning of cylinders main body and center of joint between boom
and lift cylinder.
C2lC - length of main body (without rod)
C2lEXT - cylinder extension
C2lOE - length between end of the rod and center of joint between post and lift cylinder.
C2l - full length of lift cylinder defined as length between cylinders joints.

Figure 3.8 Lift cylinder sketch.

The outer boom cylinder is the second one. It rotates the outer boom relative to the boom.
The movement of the boom is constrained by the outer boom cylinder. We use five
parameters (see figure 3.9) to describe the constrains caused by the outer boom cylinder:
C3lOS - length between center boom joint and beginning of cylinders main body,
C3lC - length of main body (without rod),
C3lEXT - cylinder extension,
C3lOE - length between end of the rod and center of post joint,
C3l - full length of the cylinder defined as length between cylinders joints.
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Figure 3.9 Outer boom cylinder sketch.

The last one is the extension cylinder. Its extension is proportional to part of extension boom
that slides out of the outer boom. Extension boom position is not restricted by neither
minimal nor minimal length of the cylinder but by extension boom shape. Also the relation
between the extension boom position and the cylinder length is linear. That‟s why the lengths
of the outer boom cylinder are not used in this work.
The positions of all listed crucial link points, lengths and parameters of hydraulic cylinders
(except cylinders extensions and full lengths of cylinders) are derived from CAD model.
Their values are listed in Appendix A.

3.2 Sensors
The experimental crane is equipped with a set of sensors that can be used for different
measurements, the evaluation of simulations and feedback for a control system. There are:
 Two angular sensors placed on rotary joints of boom and outer boom.
 Three load sensors attached at the end of each cylinders,
 One length sensor placed on extension boom cylinder,
 Six pressure sensors, two for each of the three hydraulic cylinders.
The placement of the sensors on the experimental crane is showed in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Experimental crane sensors placement.

The angular sensors are incremental encoders RSI 503 51 manufactured by Leine &
Linde AB. Those sensors have nominal accuracy 10 000 ppr what gives 0.036°. There are
two versions of those sensors available on the crane. The first type is designed for supply
voltage 5V and is connected to dSPACE system. The second type is designed for supply
voltage 9-30V and is used by DASA 5 system. Only one type can be mounted at the same
time. During this project 5V encoders are used.
The incremental encoders do not give absolute angular position but two impulses
trains dependant on rotary movement. The angles need to be calculated by an external device,
in this case dSPACE module DS3002. The resolution of measurement is increased four times
by detecting both rising and falling edges of both encoder signals separately. Each detection
causes addition or subtraction (depending on rotation direction) of value by 0.25 in the
counter. Each time the system is started, there is a need to calibrate the sensors by passing
index position. When the measured angle equals the index position, reset signal is sent and
the counter value is set to zero. Both encoders have their index set in the position in which
their corresponding links are perpendicular. A final value of an angle can be derived in
Simulink using equations (3.1) for an angle expressed in degrees and (3.2) for an angle
expressed in radians [11]. Letter n denotes a value read from dSPACE inputs.

angle  

n  2 21
 360  index 
10000

(3.1)

n  2 21
 2  index
10000

(3.2)

angle  

The load sensors are U9B load cells manufactured by HBM. They are used to
measure force on cylinders. The sensors placed on the lift arm cylinder and jib cylinder has a
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capacity of 50 kN. The third sensor that should be placed on extension cylinder is broken and
was not available during this thesis. It had a capacity of 20 kN. The sensors are connected to
Clip AE301 amplifiers.
The length sensor is Precision Potentiometer 3541H-1-102L. The potentiometer is
mounted on the frame of the extension boom cylinder and its wires end is connected to end
of cylinders rod. The potentiometer is connected to 10V DC electric current. The extension
length (taking into consideration only the part of the extension boom that slides into outer
boom) can be derived in Simulink using equations (3.3) for length in meters. Letter n denotes
value read from dSPACE

extension 

(n  1.35)  0.558
[m]
0.431

(3.3)

The pressure sensors are pressure transmitters for heavy-duty applications type MBS
2050 060G1812 manufactured by Danfoss. They have measurement range 0-40 MPa and
sensitivity of 0.3% of maximum value. The output signal is from 10% to 90% of supply
voltage which is 5V DC. This gives 0.5V signal for 0MPa pressure and 4.5V for 40 MPa on
output.
The sensors are mounted on each of cylinders hydraulic input. Final pressure value
can be derived in Simulink using equations (3.4) for pressure in bars. Letter n denotes value
read from dSPACE.
pressure  (n  0.05)  1000[bar ]

(3.4)

3.3 Hydraulic system
The experimental crane is powered by a hydraulic system. Hydraulic system consists
of hydraulic cylinders, valve package, hydraulic hoses and hydraulic pump. The pump feeds
constant pressure into valve package.
The valve package is Mobile Directional Control Valve L90LS (see Figure 3.11) with
Load Sensing. It is equipped with six 4/3 valves. Each of the valves has electro-hydraulic
spool actuator with local lever for direct control. The sixth valve connected to extension
cylinder is a so called regenerative valve.

Figure 3.11 Directional Control Valve L90LS.
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Rotary movement of the crane in the horizontal plane is caused by dual slew
cylinders. Movement of the crane in the vertical plane is caused by three typical two-way
hydraulic cylinders: lift cylinder, outer boom cylinder and extension cylinder. All free
cylinders are in different sizes. Important dimensions of those cylinders are shown in
chapter 3.1.

3.4 Control devices
There are two main control devices used: DASA 5 system and dSPACE system. The
first one is a control device is used in heavy-duty vehicles (for example forwarders and
harvesters). It can be used to fully control the crane. The second one is a powerful
development tool that makes process of real-time testing much easier and more effective. It is
fully programmable from Simulink and thus it allows controlling the physical object using
programs created in Simulink. It also allows collecting sensory data. Because of lack of
current outputs compatible with valve box it requires additional signal converter to control
hydraulic system of the crane.
Those systems can be used separately, they are both connected to all sensors and
joysticks. In this project dSPACE system is the main control device. DASA 5 system is used
as a signal converter that allows controlling the valves. It also limits the rate of change of the
control signal. The connections between those systems, joysticks, sensors and crane are
shown in figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Experimental crane control system setup and data flow.

DASA 5 system used in the project consists of the main controller d5mc, d5IO12, d5I048
and d5CI12 units (see Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13 DASA 5 devices: a) d5mc, b) d5IO12 unit, c) d5CI12 unit, d) dIO48 unit.

The main controller d5mc manages other units, communication and a user interface.
It is connected to CRT monitor and mouse. d5CI12 is a control computer for real time rapid
calculation with 12 programmable inputs. d5IO12 is an I/O unit with 12 programmable
inputs or outputs. d5I048 is an I/O unit with up to 48 digital inputs and 48 digital or analog
outputs.
The dSPACE system used in the project consists of expansion box px10 (see figure
3.14) with DS1005 PPC Board, DS814 Link Board, DS2001 A/D board, DS2010 D/A Board
and DS3001 Incremental Encoder Interface Board.

Figure 3.14 dSPACE expansion box px10.

DS1005 PPC Board is a PowerPC 750GX on which control programs can be run. DS2001
A/D and DS2010 D/A are DC inputs and outputs with voltage range -10V to 10V. In
Simulink 10V signal on dSPACE input or output is represented as a value 1. DS814 Link
Board gives connection with PC equipped with DS817 Link Board and with ControlDesk,
Matlab and Simulink installed.
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4 Mechanical model
4.1 Kinematic model
As mentioned in subsection 3.1, each link has its own coordinate system that is used
to define position of their parts. We have to be able to calculate every element‟s position in
one global coordinate system based on the used joint variables, θ2, θ3 and extension. It
enables visualization of the crane as one simulation object. To perform that calculation it is
essential to use a transformation matrix [12], which makes it possible to calculate a transition
from one local frame to another. The local frames used in this work are presented in figure
4.1.

Figure 4.1 Frameset used in this work and three variables (θ2, θ3 and extension) that unambiguously
represents crane links and tooltip position.

This set of frameset is based on the set of frames defined by Heinze [6] and the set of frames
based on Denavit-Hartenberg convention defined by Lennels [3]. The main difference
between this frameset, i.e. the set of frames used in this report, and the set of frames based on
Denavit-Hartenberg convention, is that we here allow rotations about the y-axis. When
Denavit-Hartenberg convention is used, at least as the convention is described by Spong,
each rotation is about a z-axis Use of rotations about the y-axis in our case reduces
computational complexity by reducing number of rotation operations. Decrease of
computational complexity is important in optimization (see chapter 6).
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The global frame {F0x, F0y, F0z} is placed in the same place {L0x, L0y, L0z}. Its x-axis
and y-axis are placed on the lab hall floor. The base and the post are immobile and their
frame {F1x, F1y, F1z} is omitted. The frame {F2x, F2y, F2z} is fixed to the boom. It is moved on
F0z-axis from the previous frame by length R1 and rotated around its F2 y-axis by angle θ20.5π.

R1  ( L0 p2 z  L0 p1z )  ( L1 p2 z  L1 p1z )

(4.1)

Frame {F3x, F3y, F3z} is similar to the previous one, but it is fixed the outer boom. It is moved
from the previous one by length R2 on F2x-axis and rotated by angle θ3 around its F3y-axis.

R2  L 2 p5  L 2 p1

(4.2)

Frame {F4x, F4y, F4z} is also fixed to the outer boom. It is moved on the F3x-axis from the
previous frame by a constant value R3. It represents position (on F3x-axis) where the outer
boom ends and the visible part of the extension boom begins.

R3  L3 p4 x  L3 p1x

(4.3)

The last frame is {F5x, F5y, F5z} and it is located on the crane tooltip. Its position relative to
previous frame is defined by constant vales R4 and R5 and variable extension.

R4  L 4 p2 x  L 4 p3 x

(4.4)

R5 L3 p4 z  L 4 p2 z

(4.5)

Positions of all frames are defined by five constant parameters (R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5) and
three joint variables (θ2, θ3 and extension). All constant parameters are visualized in
figure 4.2 (chapter 4.2). Transition between frames can be done by use of transformation
matrixes defined in equations (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9). Notation iTj represents
transformation matrix from the frame i to the frame j.
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(4.7)
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(4.8)
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(4.9)

0
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0
0

The transformations are done in homogeneous coordinates. The transformed point needs to
be converted from cartesian form of p1=[x,y,z] T into homogeneous form P1=[p1 1] T.
Transitions between frames that are not consecutive require intermediate steps or
multiplication of local transformation matrixes. To obtain tooltip position in global
coordinate system it is required to multiply all transformation functions. Transformation
matrix which can be used to calculate tooltip position in global coordinate system
is presented in equation (4.11)
0

T4  0T2 2 T3 3 T4 4 T5

(4.10)

4.2 Inverse kinematic
The inverse kinematic is used to find the geometric variables θ2, θ3 and extension
when global coordinates of the tooltip position is available. It requires geometrical
parameters of the crane and length of the extension boom. Solution to this problem is similar
to previously proposed solution in Tip Crane Control project [6], for Denavit-Hartenberg
convention. However it is adapted to frameset used in this thesis. The geometric parameters
required in those calculations are presented in figure 4.2. Points A, B, C, and D are
equivalents of points L0p1, L1p2, L4p2 and L2p5 but defined in world frame {F0x, F0y, F0z}.
Parameters R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5 are defined in chapter 4.1.
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Figure 4.2 Geometric approach to the inverse kinematic problem.

Variables d1 and d2 are calculated from points in global coordinate system. d3 is calculated
from Pythagoras relation of triangle CDE.

d3 

d1  B  C

(4.11)

d2  A  C

(4.12)

R3  R5  extension 2  R42

(4.13)

Angle θ2 is calculated as a sum of θ2′ and θ2″. Those angles are found by use of the law of
cosine for triangles ABC and BCD.

 R2 2  d12  d 32 
 d12  R12  d 2 2 



 2  a cos
  a cos
2

R
2

d
1
2

d
1

R
1





(4.14)

Angle θ3 is calculated as subtraction of θ3′ and θ3″. Angle θ3′ is found by use of the law of
cosine for triangle BCD. Angle θ3″ is found by use of the inverse tangent for triangle CDE.


R4
 R 2 2  d 32  d12 

  a tan


2  R2  d 3 

 R3  extension  R5 

 3  a cos

(4.15)

4.3 Geometry relation
There is a nonlinear relation between the joint variables θ2 and θ3 and their
corresponding lengths of the cylinders. The values of these joint variables can be measured
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using incremental encoders mounted on the experimental crane. The lengths of the lift
cylinder and outer boom cylinder can be calculated from their corresponding joint variables
using geometrical relation.
The length of the lift cylinder denoted as C2l can be calculated from value θ2. This
requires precalculation of five constant values: angles ѱ1, ѱ2, ѱ3 and lengths a1 and a2. These
values are visualized in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Constants and variables used in derivation of the relation between the joint variable θ2 and
the lift cylinder length C2l.

These constant values can be calculated using positions x and z of the crucial points of the
links (see chapter 3.1) using equations (4.16), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20).




P3 x

 L1 P2 z  L1 P3 z 

 1  arctan
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L1

(4.16)

  L 2 P2 z
 L 2 P2 x

 2  arctan



P5 z
 L 2 P5 x

 3  arctan
a1 

L1

C2

C2l





P32x  ( L1 P2 z  L1 P3 z ) 2

a2 
The length of the lift cylinder
as (4.22).

L2





L2

P22z  L 2 P22x

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)
(4.20)

can be calculated using (4.21) where α (θ2) is defined

l  a12  a22  2a1a2 cos( ( 2 ))

 ( 2 )   2  1  2  3

(4.21)
(4.22)

The relation between the joint variable θ2 and the length of the lift cylinder in their operating
range is shown in figure 4.4

Figure 4.4 Relation between the joint variable θ2 and the length of lift cylinder.
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Similar to the length of the lift cylinder, the length of the outer boom cylinder denoted as C3l
can be calculated from the joint variable θ3. The appearance of the torque link makes the
calculation more complex than in case of θ2. The derivation of relation between these
variables is heavily based on [5]. The main difference is that in this work the constants and
variables are calculated relative to the link-fixed frames.
There are ten constant values that can be precalculated: angles ѱ4, ѱ5, ѱ6, ѱ7 and lengths a3,
a4, a5, a6, a7 and a8 (see figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 Constants and variables used in derivation of relation between joint variable θ3 and lift
cylinder length C3l.

These constant values can be calculated using positions x and z of the crucial points of the
links (see chapter 3.1) using equations (4.23), (4.24), (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), (4.28), (4.29) and
(4.30).

a3 

L3

P22x  L3 P22z

(4.23)

a5  TR1 l

(4.24)

a6  ( L 2 P5 x  L 2 P4 x ) 2  ( L 2 P5 z  L 2 P4 z ) 2

(4.25)

a7  ( L 2 P4 x  L 2 P3 x ) 2  ( L 2 P4 z  L 2 P3 z ) 2

(4.26)
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 L 2 P5 x  L 2 P4 x 

 4  arctan
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 L 3 P2 x
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(4.27)

(4.28)



P3 z
 L 2 P3 x

 6  arctan
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(4.29)

 a8 cos( 4   6 )  a6
a7


 7  arctan





(4.30)

There are five variables used to calculate C3l: β1, β2, f, g, and h. The first variable ß1 is
dependent on the joint variable θ3. It can be calculated using equation (4.31)

1 (3 )  3  3   5 



(4.31)

2

The variables f, g, h are dependent on the variable β1. They can be calculated using equations
(4.32), (4.33) and (4.34).

f ( 1 ) 

a42  (a32  a52  a62  2a3a6 cos( 1   4 )
2a5

(4.32)

g (1 )  a3 sin( 1  4 )

(4.33)

h(1 )  a3 cos(1  4 )  a6

(4.34)

The last variable β2 depends on variables f, g, and h. It can be calculated using equation
(4.35).
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 2 ( 1 )  arccos 
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(4.35)

Finally the length of the outer boom cylinder can be calculated from equation (4.36).
C3

l ( 2 )  a72  a52  2a5a7 cos 2   7 

(4.36)

The relation between joint variable θ3 and the length of the outer boom cylinder in their
operating range is shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Relation between the joint variable θ3 and the outer boom cylinder length.
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5 Direct control layer system
5.1 Control approach
Controlling the crane can be performed using various different methods. In the
beginning of this chapter some possible approaches are described. Some advantages and
disadvantages of each described method are shown in order to motivate the chosen control
method.
The simplest method to control the crane is manual control. The operator‟s senses are
use as the feedback to the control system. In this approach the operator is directly controlling
every aspect of the crane movement. It requires that the operator will have very intense
training to gain experience with the particular forwarder. It causes that preparing new
operator for his work requires a significant amount of time and even after the training it is
tiring for the operator to use the machine for longer time. Usually each of the operators runs
the crane in a slightly different way. Operators make, maybe unconsciously, optimization of
the operator‟s own crane movement criteria. Control effort may be a significant criterion of
this optimization especially in high workload situation. It may cause that the job is not done
optimally from the technical point of view. It may be not energy-optimal solution or timeoptimal one, but it is possible that the work is less tiring for the operator. Unfortunately
manual control effort usually influences optimization process to make it less close to the
optimum for other beneficial criteria [24].
The main benefit of a manual control approach is that it requires no advanced control
algorithm and the control functions are implemented directly in the mechanical and hydraulic
system. Unfortunately at the same time, the operator‟s job is tiring and requires high level of
concentration. It may cause some problems to the operator‟s hands due to performing very
precision movement for a long time. To solve those problems it is possible to create a
program which will make the operator‟s work easier and reduce the time required for the
training of a new operator. In this thesis one possible algorithm to improve the operator‟s
working environment is presented.
One method to help the operator is to eliminate the nonlinear relation in the controlled
object. The control program which deals with static nonlinearities of the crane requires data
concerning position of the robotic arm in real time. Information about some important
dynamic parameters may also be required in real time. One idea to collect such data is to use
the model of the object. It estimates data without any feedback sensors. There is one big issue
about this approach. The model has to be perfect and it has to consist of not only the object
behavior, but also it requires all environment influence. It is not possible to create a model
good enough, which will estimate all changes in the environment like terrain slope,
temperature or humidity and aging of components without external sensors. One of the
biggest problems is to estimate the nonlinear friction of each crane cylinder [6]. Those
physical phenomenons cause a small error, while the crane is moving. This error is maybe
not significant at the beginning, but it may be summed over time and later significantly
influence the model accuracy. Even if such a model were possible to create, its computational
complexity maybe too high to implement in any mobile application. Mobile applications are
costly, because of the high reliability requirements in unforable conditions. It is possible to
create a model with represents simplification of the reality. Usually this simplification is
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inaccurate and it leads to other problem. The model is not following the real object
parameters close enough. Especially if the errors are summed up over time.
The possible solution to this problem is to make calibration of this model on
mechanical hard limit from time to time. Right now there is no common position for the
crane which can be used for the crane calibration. It may be possible to use a position when
the crane tooltip is placed on empty loader or crane cylinders reach theirs mechanical limits.
Those positions are also far from the normal crane operation range and each calibration will
consume significant amount of time. Unfortunately it may be required moving crane to this
position many times a day. Otherwise without any additional sensors the crane would be
moving differently in the morning and in the evening. Most likely this would cause that the
operator support will create more problems for the operator then the whole algorithm will
help him. Model based control system with the calibration on hard limits is relatively easy to
implement, because it require no additional sensors, only modification of the control program
is required. The operator time is expensive, so it was decided to reject this idea to prevent
significant time losses.
To collect required data it is possible to use some electrical sensors for the feedback
to the control system. This approach does not require frequent calibration. The position of the
crane is checked in a real time. The operator does not need to spend any time on this process,
because it is done during his normal work. Also there is less need to make sophisticated
models. The computational complexity is low enough for mobile application. There are two
main problems with this approach. First one is that sometimes the necessary sensors do not
exist or are extremely costly. The other problem is that some sensors may not be robust
enough for outdoors work in a forest.
To reduce the cost and overcome the problems with the not existing sensors a hybrid
method can be used. Some data is collected from some sensors and is used to calibrate
models in real time, i.e. observers are used. This model works in real time and can also
estimate other required variables. It is possible to use more reliable and less expensive
sensors within this control approach. It will certainly be a future concern of the project,
because some sensors which are used in the project right now, like encoders, may not be
suitable for some outdoor measurements. It also leads naturally to more sophisticated control
methods like state feedback control.
In this work, performed on an experimental crane, it was decided to use, control loops
with sensors and without an observer in the direct control layer. The sensors which are
already installed on the crane are good for the indoor usage and can be used to make
significant improvement of the control system. In the direct control layer simple PI
controllers will be sufficient to test some control methods. To deal with some nonlinear
characteristics of the object the control algorithm includes gain scheduling with fuzzy logic
switching. In future this approach can result in very good control performance in case of
using fuzzy PID controllers [13][14] instead of regional PI controllers.
The precision control of the hydraulic crane requires creating complicated and
sophisticated algorithm to control every link simultaneously. In the basic approach the crane
is regarded as a multivariable system with three input variables. To decrease the complexity
of this algorithm it was decided to use two control layers and one optimization layer, the
relation between those controls layers are presented in figure 5.1. The high control layer
control the kinematic of the robotic arm and sets the desired crane position. The low control
layer is created to reach the crane position defined by the high layer control.
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Figure 5.1 Control layers of partially automated crane control.

Control loops which are separated form the crane MIMO system are nonlinear. In this
report low control layer is a tracking system which deals with those nonlinearities. It also
simplify control problem for the high control layer. The high layer control system is
responsible for the crane‟ kinematic description. The optimization layer tune the method used
in high layer control system to reduce energy losses in the control process. User inputs are
affecting both high layer control and optimization control layer. In higher layer control the
operator is performing the semi-automatic movement control. In the optimization layer user
inputs are tuning weights of the optimization criteria.
In this chapter the low control layer is presented. The high control layer and the
optimization layer are presented in chapter 6.

5.2 Low control problems description
PID controllers are suitable for control of objects with linear characteristics. The
crane has highly nonlinear characteristics. It is required to make some modifications to a pure
PID control strategy. In figure 5.2 a block diagram for a standard control loop of PID
controller is presented.
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Figure 5.2 Standard PID control loop.

There are some problems which have to be solved before using PID controller to control the
crane:
1. This is a MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) object and every input causes some
changes to each of the output. PID controllers can be used only for SISO (single-input
single-output) systems.
2. This object has nonlinear input, because of the nonlinear characteristic of the valves.
3. The system contains time delay, because of the valve construction and the pipe
flexibility.
4. The control object contains nonlinear characteristics. The relation between cylinders
extension (proportional to piston position) and angle is dependent on the angle.
5. The crane contains high nonlinear friction which is changing due to crane position
because of the rotation of gravity force in relation to the linearly moving actuators.
6. The system contains significant inertia, which is changing with the load. It causes that
it is not possible to stop each link fast or to increase its speed quickly.
7. There is a dead zone for the control signals. The valves have some area for non-zero
control input signal which generates no oil flow.
8. The hydraulic actuator is not linear due to internal leakage in the cylinders. However
this nonlinearity is small enough to be omitted.
The real control problem is presented in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Real control system loops. Green, blue and red lines represent signals which are related to
different control loop. Yellow box means that there is cross correlation between control loops in the
block. Pink frame inform that the element is treated as linear. Only significant sources of noise are
presented.

PI controllers are popular in electro-hydraulic application, because of the possible
elimination of error in steady state of the system [13][14]. Separation of control loops
significantly decrease complexity of compensation the nonlinear characteristics. Those loops
after linearization can be synchronized to make good control performance for the operator
[15].

5.3 Control loops description
In this thesis it is assumed that it is possible to divide the crane MIMO control system
into three SISO systems and treat all cross correlations between those loops as disturbances.
It is possible to separate the control loops due to the usage of a number of sensors. This
simplification makes it possible to deal with each control problem separately. The first crane
degree of freedom which is related to the angle θ1 is easy to separate. It makes no influence
on the other parts of the system in all terms except of the oil supply. The system is supplied
by one hydraulic pump, so any control signal, which changes degree of valve opening
influence pressure delivered to all valves. Operating a few valves simultaneously is
dynamically changing pressured oil demands. The oil pressure is controlled by the pump
control system, which main goal is to supply the valves with a constant pressure, so the
pressure should not vary in the wide range. Changing valve opening state in one control loop
causes different energy losses depending on the current oil demands of the system.
The other variables like gravity influence and dynamic friction in this multivariable
system are also hard to distribute between the control loops. Control loops which deals with
robotic arm degrees of freedom contain a number of cross correlations. This work is
restricted to handle only the freedoms which are related to the angles θ2, θ3 and d4 (the
extension).
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Cross correlations are caused mostly by two reasons. The first one is the inertia of the
system. It is easy to observe even with bare eyes that the system starts to shake in case of any
rapidly change in the control signal. The significant play in the system is caused by the
flexibility in links and looseness in joints. This shaking of the link is possible to observe even
if the link under observation is not controlled. Fast movement of one link usually results in
shaking of the other ones. To make this correlation less significant it is necessary to include a
low pass filter on the input of the control signals. It causes that the crane is changing its
position more smoothly and the inertia properties of the links can be controlled within the
one control loop.
A second problem is a nonlinear friction depended on the gravitation. In this work the
direct gravity force which creates different torque depending on the robotic arm position can
be omitted. It is possible due to the mechanical control loop inside the valve with compensate
torque. This mechanical control loop is designed to deal with the problem of changing load
of the crane, but it also simplifies the model of the crane for control purpose. However the
nonlinear friction, which changes due to the gravity, is affecting the crane. It is possible to
observe this issue especially while controlling the extension of the extension boom in the
horizontal and vertical position. This problem is mostly compensated by the integral parts of
the controllers and it can also be treated as a disturbance. It is also possible to implement an
observer in the situation when this nonlinearity will have significant influence on the system.
It would make it possible to change gains of the control system in case of movements in the
high nonlinear part of the friction characteristic.
Presently the crane is controlled manually. The operator is influencing individually
the oil flow to each cylinder. The separate control loops are similar to this solution. One
control system will deal with the first angle in the crane (θ2). The second control loop is
concentrated on the second control angle (θ3). The last control loop deals with the crane
extension (d4). Actuators and sensors of those control systems are visible in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Control loops sensors and actuators on the crane. Blue - the angle θ2 control part, Red - the
angle θ3 control part, Green - the extension (d4) control part.1, 3, 5 - hydraulic cylinders, 2, 4 incremental encoders, 6 -length sensor – potentiometer.

Each SISO system with was separated form MIMO system under described circumstances
causes that movement of individual link requires only one control signal. It is analogous to
the situation when an operator needs to generate just one signal form joystick to change one
angle of the crane. Experimental tests show that this simplification describes quite well
present perception of the manual crane control system. It makes it possible to omit cross
correlation in most control situations.
The first control loop is created to control the first angle in the crane - θ2. It contains a
few elements which should be modeled to design the correct controller:
1. Sensor. The angular encoder with the discrete output signal. It contains a sufficient
number pulses per full turn and its signals provide precise information about the crane
position (subchapter 3.2). Unfortunately it requires calibration after turning on the
machine.
2. Control program in dSPACE. This part of the control loop will be described later in
this chapter.
3. Nonlinear geometric relation between angle and cylinder extension. The oil flow to a
cylinder results in different change in the crane angle related to that angle (subchapter
4.3).
4. Cylinder and pipes dynamic characteristic. The pipes are flexible parts of the
hydraulic system. They cause delays when the pressure is changed. Also the friction
is a highly nonlinear phenomenon in those elements, but it can be treated as
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a disturbance in terms of control. A cylinder is treated as an integrator element in the
model created for control purposes.
5. Valve nonlinear characteristic. In terms of the system identification the gain of this
system is changing as a function of the control signals (subchapter 5.6).
6. Valve dynamic. It is not possible to change the flow in the valves with high speed. It
would require greater force to move it fast and it may cause mechanical damage to
the valves or unsealed system. This problem is addressed in the intermediate dasa
control system (point 8).
7. Intermediate DASA system program to convert voltage to current (subchapter 3.4).
This system is changing the voltage output from dSPACE system into a current
signal.
8. DASA ramp function. It sets maximal derivative of the output signal what protects
the valves from mechanical damage (point 6).
9. Dead zone which is compensated in the control algorithm (subchapter 5.5). A
problem concerning this dead zone is rather simple, so the dead zone is omitted on the
following graphs. This dead zone is created by the valves which require significant
change in the spool position to unlock oil flow, but after significant range reduction it
can be treated as a disturbance.
10. Nonlinear friction. This phenomenon is not presented in following graphs. It is not
possible to compensate nonlinear friction in the single control loop. This friction is
highly depended on the crane position and the direction of the gravity force in relation
of the link position. This is one of the cross correlation. In this thesis the friction is
treated as a disturbance, it is possible to make an observer to improve the control loop
performance, but it is not studied in this thesis. Friction in the system depends on the
crane position. In the control loop it will be partially compensated together with
valves nonlinearity.
Block diagram of this control loop is presented in the figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 One loop of control for θ2angle control signal. Blue lines represent discrete signals. Green
ones represent analog signals. Yellow boxes represent dynamic elements of the control loop. Dead
zone and nonlinear friction are omitted.

For the control purpose it is possible to simplify this control loop. The idea of
Hammerstein-Wiener model is use to simply the loop description. This class of models
contains one static nonlinear input characteristic and one static nonlinear output
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characteristic. Between them there is a linear part which represents the dynamic. Each
nonlinear function can be divided into a few sub functions which are related to different
sources. It is hard to distinguish those functions in the identification process, so there are
treated as just one input and one output nonlinear functions. This system after simplification
is shown in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 One loop control system after object simplification contains nonlinear relation between
cylinder extension and angle.

The first static nonlinear function is a part of the valve‟s nonlinear characteristic.
It also includes part of nonlinear friction phenomena in case of the θ2 control system. The
friction in the boom cylinder influences boom movement. It depends on the angle θ2, because
the torque generated by the gravity force is depending on this angle. As a result some part of
the nonlinear friction is a function of θ2. Unfortunately it also depends on θ3 and d4, but those
correlations less influence the system. There is no direct relation between the θ3 and the
friction which influence this angle.
Nonlinear system‟s output function is identified as a relation between the cylinder
extension and geometrical angle in the crane (subchapter 4.3). In this thesis this part of the
system is simplified to make a simple mathematical model of this system.
The static nonlinear parts described by the Hammerstein-Wiener model are
compensated in this chapter. Linear part represents system dynamic and is identified in
subchapter 5.7. Model of the linear part is used to tune PI parameters using genetic algorithm
(subchapter 5.8).
The second control loop concerns the θ3 control system. It has the same structure as
the first control loop, but a new calibration of the loop model it required. Each parameter and
each statistical nonlinear function of the second cylinder and its valve is different in the new
model. It results in different PI controller‟s parameters for the same control structure. New
set of data is applied to the same optimization algorithm to obtain those parameters.
The third control loop is controlling the crane‟s extension (d4). It can be simplified in
the same way, but it does not contain a nonlinear function on the output of the system. It is
described as a Hammerstein system. The static nonlinearity appears only once, before the
linear block. This control loop is presented in the figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Extension control loop after simplification.

Simplified models showed in figure 5.6 and 5.7 were tested in the laboratory in
experimental tests. To perform those tests of the control loops structure of the control loops
the following action was performed. Output signal from the dSPACE system and signals
from encoders were recorded. This data shows the input-output relation in time domain.
Basing on the geometric relations between each angle (θ2 or θ3, chapter 4.3) recorded by
encoder and cylinder length it was possible to determinate the piston position in the cylinder.
It means that the relation between the input signal to the valve and piston position was
obtained. It is assumed that the length of the actuator is proportional to the accumulated oil in
the cylinder. This assumption omits small error with is an effect of the internal leakage in the
cylinder. To simplify the calculation it was assumed that this actuator can be treated as a pure
integral part of the system with gain equal to one. The real gain of this actuator is identified
together with the valve gain (chapter 5.6). To find a value proportional to the oil flow it is
required to calculate piston position derivative. After those calculations the relation between
the control signal and value proportional to the oil flow is visible. The relation between the
derivative of the piston position and control signal is nonlinear (nonlinear input function,
chapter 5.6) and contains dynamic approximated by the secondary order system (chapter
5.7).

5.4 Signal conditioning
The control program uses three main sensors. Two of them are the incremental
encoders which measures the most important angles in the crane (θ2, θ3). The third one is a
potentiometer. This potentiometer measures the length of the crane‟s extension ( d4).
The encoders are mounted on the crane and set to work in the link-fixed frames
coordinate system. It is significantly easier to calibrate them in this setting using only bubble
level applied to the crane‟s links. The first encoder is calibrated to send reset pulse when the
boom lower surface is horizontal. Outer boom is calibrated when its side surface is vertical. It
is possible to calibrate encoders without taking into account any geometrical parameters of
the link. Signal from encoders is shifted by 90°. It takes place in the dSPACE algorithm and
makes it operational for the control program.
Control algorithm is working in hybrid Denavit-Hartenberg convention and fix-links
frames. As a result the signal from the encoders has to be transformed from one coordinate
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system to another. To do this simple transformation is required only to add constant to the
sensor input.
The potentiometer is a proportional element, but its construction leads to the noise in
the output signal due to changing sliding contact. Because the noise does not cause a
significant problem in control performance it is decided to omit this problem in this thesis. It
may be important to address this issue in case of using D part of the controller which may
increase noise signals. To use the potentiometer signal to measure crane extension it is
necessary to compensate signal offset and to scale signals values. It results in good feedback
signal which can be used for the control purpose.

5.5 System dead zone
This subchapter concentrates on the phenomena when the control device sends the
control signal to the crane‟s valve. Relation between the control signal and velocity of a
piston in the cylinder is not linear. The static nonlinearity in this relation is caused mostly by
the spool to flow nonlinearity relation. Main part of this nonlinearity is a dead zone of the
actuator, the rest of this nonlinearity is compensated in the subchapter 5.6.
According to the data published by the valve producer [16] there is a dead zone of the
control signal. The signal in this range is not affecting the flow into cylinders. This
phenomenon is presented in figure 5.8. As a result there is no change in the crane position
unless control signal reaches a proper value. This dead zone is a hard nonlinear [17]
characteristic of the system. It is not possible to use the PI controller without this phenomena
compensation. Otherwise it may result in insufficient control performance

Figure 5.8 Producer exemplary relations between velocity of a piston and oil flow. This relation is
created for different spool [16].

The easiest method to compensate this dead zone is to add a correction to the control signal.
While the signal is positive the correction is also positive. Correction is subtracted when
control signal is negative. This simple control program is presented in figure 5.9. It is
possible to compensate dead zone with simple electric circuit [18], but in this project it is
done in dSPACE system.
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Figure 5.9 Program to compensate dead zone implemented in the Simulink.

Even simple dead zone compensation significantly improves control performance.
However it may causes a fast switching problem while the joystick‟s signal is close to zero.
In this situation noise signal from the joystick is significantly amplified and it makes control
signal frequently switching between the values -150 and 150. It is not appropriate for the
control device. Fast and frequent changes of the spool position may cause significant wear of
this element which results in short usage period. To avoid this problem the dead zone has to
be preserved, but significantly reduced. Small dead zone can be treated as a disturbance in
the controlled system.
Gain of the system which was experimentally collected from the experimental crane
is presented in figure 5.10. It is showed that the about 75% of the input range have the zero
gain level. Most control values do not generate any flow to the system. It requires significant
level of the controller output to make any changes in the crane position. It is not possible to
tune the proportional part of the PI controller to work in such system.
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Figure 5.10 Gain characteristic of the valves.

Characteristic of the nonlinear gain after the dead zone reduction is showed in figure 5.11.
The dead zone is significantly smaller than the original one. It covers only about 20% of the
range of control signal. This dead zone can be treated as a disturbance, but at the same time it
is large enough to eliminate the noise signal from joysticks.
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Figure 5.11 Gain characteristic of the valves after dead zone reduction algorithm.

Characteristic between the control signal and the system gain is still highly nonlinear.
However PI controller can control system with this compensation. To increase the control
performance it is essential to compensate remaining static nonlinearities. One of the possible
methods to compensate the input static nonlinearity, which is not eliminated by the dead zone
compensation, is explained in chapter 5.6.

5.6 Nonlinear input compensation
This chapter deals with the nonlinear input to the crane after dead zone compensation.
It is assumed that the hydraulically-mechanical control loop in the valves has a good control
performance. Through this assumption the influence of a crane load can be omitted in this
subchapter. Output nonlinearity is eliminated from the measured signals by mathematical
operations based on described piston to angle relation (chapter 4.3). This model can be
treated as a Hammerstein model, but in this thesis compensation approach similar to the
wiener model is used [19].
Nonlinear input is a sum of three relations. The first one is between control signal and
a spool position. The second relation is a static nonlinear relation between the spool
movement and oil flow. Third part is gain of the relation between a piston position and the oil
flow. The resulting characteristic between the control signal and output is showed in figure
5.12. This relation is based on measurements and calculations explained in the end of chapter
5.3 and correction described in chapter 5.5.
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Figure 5.12 Relation between the control signal and value proportional to oil flow. Each point on the
graph represents average of few measurements created for the same value of control signal.

In order to compensate nonlinear input it is required to scale controller output by inversed
nonlinear function. This function is designed in the way that its output value, after
multiplication with the nonlinear valve gain is creating linear function. The illustration of this
process is showed in figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13 Compensation of the nonlinear input function. Gray boxes elements are nonlinear valve
input and its compensation. Functions in gray boxes do not influence system behavior.

In order to create function which will fulfill this demands it was required to follow 5
conscious steps.
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1. Form the output signal value the necessary control signal is calculated for negative
control values. It is approximated by the polynomial.
2. Linear function is created. It describes proper linear relation, which should be
observed after the valves.
3. Approximation from point 1 was used to calculate the required control signal.
4. Relation between the required signal and control signal was approximated by the
polynomial.
5. Steps 1 to 4 were redone for the positive control values.
The result of those steps is showed in figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14 Relation created to compensate valves nonlinearities.

This compensation was tested in Matlab, before implementation on the experimental crane.
The valve nonlinear function is approximated using polynomial. Every possible value of the
control signal was passed through the compensation function and then by the valves
nonlinearity. The result is presented in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of the system‟s input static nonlinear function before and after
compensation.

Nonlinear valve function is compensated using this method, what improve the control
performance. The system is controlled much smoother. Unfortunately this method is not
ensuring system stability. Even small inaccuracy can cause significant problem in case of
very sensitive control system. Used PI controller is not sensitive for this control disturbance.
The test performed on experimental crane confirmed that in this case the stability of the
system is not affected. The θ2 control loop is done analogously.

5.7 Identification
In the control system design there is a need of identification of system parameters.
System model based on those parameters can be later used for determination of optimal
regulator parameters. One of the ways to identify system is to create model based on
preliminary chosen or calculated expected relation between inputs and outputs. Parameters of
such model are then adjusted to match real system step response. Model derived in this way
is called gray box model.
Hydraulic crane is a complicated system and the exact model would be both very hard
to derive and would need too much computing power. For this reason many simplifications
are done and only the most important factors affecting the system are taken into
consideration. Most recent model of the experimental crane discussed in this project was
made by Alexander Heinze [6]. It is a mechanic and hydraulic model that included influence
of static and dynamic friction. Unfortunately it was found out that dimensions of hydraulic
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cylinder (the lift cylinder) used in the model were incorrect (the theoretical cylinder had
much lower stroke than the real one) and documentation of those hydraulic cylinders were
not available. For those reasons the model could not be used in this project. This error in
lengths did not influence the Alexander Heinze results, which were based on measurements
of another cylinder. Unfortunately, it makes it impossible to use this model to represent the
crane dynamic. Instead of using this model it was decided to approximate the crane dynamics
by first or second order systems in different operating points.
The first step of the identification process was to divide the crane into independent
subsystems and define their inputs and outputs. The crane is divided into three subsystems
that are highly related to three main cylinders. Inputs of those systems are control signals
generated in dSPACE system and the outputs are extension velocities of cylinders. In case of
the third cylinder (extension boom cylinder) the value of cylinder extension could be
obtained directly from length sensor, but in case of lift cylinder and outer boom cylinder the
extension had to be calculated from their corresponding angles θ2 and θ3 using angle to
cylinder extension relations ( see chapter 4.3).
The second step was to collect step responses of those systems directly from the
crane. Step responses were collected for different control signals. For each set of data mean
value of the cylinder extension velocity in steady state was calculated. Gains of the systems
were derived by dividing means by their corresponding control signals. At this stage it was
clear that a relation between control signal value and gain of the system was highly non
linear (see figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16 Relation between control signals values and systems gains.
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This is caused by nonlinearity added hydraulic system. The problem with different gains for
different control signals was solved by implementation of compensation blocks.
Compensation blocks were designed in a way that new gains (denoted as kp) calculated in
relation to compensated control signals have the same value for all values of control signal
(see chapter 5.6). They also have dead zone compensation implemented (see chapter 5.5).
On collected step responses there were visible delays between control signals and step
responses. It was decided to use second order system for approximation because its rising
characteristic could be better fitted to measured characteristic with delay than first order
system.
After addition of compensation blocks, parameters ωn (undamped resonance
frequency) and ζ (relative damping factor) of second order systems matching the step
responses were derived. Those parameters were derived by data fitting with sum of squared
residuals as a criterion. Final parameters for first system (lift cylinder extension velocity) are
ωn1= 3.70944 and ζ1=0.816622. Parameters for second system (outer boom cylinder
extension velocity) are: ωn2 = 3.5875 and ζ2= 0.7517. Comparison between approximated
second order systems step responses and measured step responses is shown in figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17 Comparison of measured step responses and step responses of approximated second order
systems.

Derived second order models are used in PI controllers tuning in chapter 5.8.
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5.8 PI controllers tuning
Tuning PI controllers is an essential task in each control loop. Correct gains in the
controller are providing good control performance, like dumpling, over-shout, regulation
time to 1% error and others properties. It is also important to tune those parameters to
achieve system stability. PI controllers also should not amplify the noise from the sensors. In
the control loops there are 9 local controllers. Manually tuning using experimental crane
would consume long time. To tune PI controllers in this chapter automatic function is
proposed. This solution is necessary to ensure good control performance and short adaptation
time in case of any changes in the control system.
To avoid the noise amplified it is sufficient to limit the maximal gain of the
proportional part. It also limits an overshoot, but increases the regulation time, so it is
important not to set too drastic limitation of this parameter.
In order to tune PI parameters it was decided to use dynamic genetic optimization
[20]. The cost function of the genetic algorithm is related to the step response simulation of
the system. Simulated system includes PI parameters described in the each chromosome in
the population. This method has significant computational complexity, because it requires
multiple simulation of the dynamic system in each cycle of the optimization.
Genetic algorithm optimization can be implemented, because PI parameters are
determined only one time for an application. This work can be done on the external
workstation containing fast multicore computational unit or computer grid. It is also possible
to tune PI parameters in real time using genetic algorithm, but computational complexity is
too high for mobile applications.
The genetic algorithm is minimizing:
1. regulation time
2. overshoot
3. error after 4 seconds (fast steady state error elimination)
4. additional costs function concerning oscillation.
Each chromosome in the population contains two PI controllers‟ parameters, which
are used to calculate cost function. To minimize cost function it is required to make multiple
simulations of the system. System that was implemented for this optimization is visible at the
figure 5.18. Transfer function of this system is obtained from identification function
(chapter 5.7) and also contains slope of the linearized function for local PI controller
(chapter 5.9) which is represented as gain k6. Only the PI controllers‟ parameters are
changing while the simulation is running.
It is important to notice that in this case linearized object does not including error,
which is a result of the system static input and output nonlinearities compensation. System
model with this inaccuracy require reserve of stability.
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Figure 5.18 Object after nonlinearity compensations.

System model is transformed from the discrete and analog one to an only analog model. The
discrete open loop transfer function is presented in equation (5.1). The closed loop transfer
function is presented in equation (5.2). The example of the simulation step response after
optimization is presented in figure 5.19.

Pk1k 6 s 2  ( Ik1  Pk 2 )k 6 s  k 2 I
k3 s 3  k 4 s 2  k5 s

(5.1)

Pk1k 6 s 2  ( Ik1  Pk 2 )k 6 s  k 2
k3 s 3  ( Pk1k 6  k 4 ) s 2  (k5  ( Ik1  Pk 2 )k 6 ) s  k 2

(5.2)

Figure 5.19 Step response of the tuned system.

Also the pole-zero diagram is created for the system with optimized PI controller's
parameters. This map is used to check the stability of the system. As it is presented in the
figure 5.20, system contains only poles in the left half-plane of the zero-pole diagram what
means that presented system control loop is stable.
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Figure 5.20 Zero pole map of the system.

Analogously the PI parameters are calculated for each control loops and working
point of the linearized system. After each optimization the stability of the system was
checked.

5.9 Adaptive control – gain scheduling
One method to control static nonlinear process is a multiregional fuzzy controller
[21]. It uses gain scheduling of PI parameters. In this thesis it compensates the well-known
relation between angle and cylinder extension (chapter 4.3). This relation is used to tune
regional PI controllers. In this chapter regional PI controller is used to compensate system‟s
output static nonlinearity. Gain scheduling of the controller's parameters is performed using
fuzzy logic. It leads to use both the fuzzy control and PI control benefits. It results in
increasing control performance by using nonlinear control characteristic, which reduce
regulation time, and eliminates steady state error [14].
System‟s input nonlinearity is compensated by the proper output control function
(chapter 5.6). However nonlinearity compensation is more problematic when the nonlinear
part is located on the system‟s output. In this case compensation would influence error which
is used by PI controller. It would make it necessary to calculate other reference signal for
control algorithm. A control loop with the nonlinear input compensation is presented in
figure 5.13 (chapter 5.6). It is a starting point for this chapter,
Nonlinear system output causes that output from the system is significantly different
depending on crane actual position. This geometrical system parameter is treated in the
control strategy as auxiliary variable. System control without compensation may result in
poor control performance like large overshoot or long regulation time. This error would vary
due to auxiliary variable.
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To compensate system‟s output nonlinearity control structure showed in figure 5.21 is
implemented.

Figure 5.21 PI control system with fuzzy logic gain regulator switching.

If the object is used in the small range of its characteristic, it is possible to linearize
the object in working point. It enables to design local PI controller. It results in good control
performance close to working point and in low performance far from this point. It is
important to operate crane in the full range with good performance, so it is necessary to use
a few local PI controllers. Those controllers are switched due to the auxiliary variable.
Static nonlinear function is an effect of well known geometric function. This function
described in chapter 4.3 is a relation between cylinder extension and change in the angle. It is
possible to linearize this function in the several points. Then find good PI parameters for each
of them, and finally design switching method between those regulators. It is important to set
good working points to minimize error between the real characteristic and the linearized one
without using large number of local controllers. There are more linearization points in the
high-nonlinear area and switching between controllers is performed more often. While
function is close to linear one there is no need to use many working points. Linearized
characteristic and selected working points are showed in figure 5.22 and 5.23. Linearization
is done using the LSM optimal solution for three consecutive points near the working point
and straight line as a desired function.
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Figure 5.22 Linearized characteristic of the relation between θ2 and cylinder extension. Red circles
indicate middle of the linearized region.
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Figure 5.23 Linearized characteristic of the relation between θ3 and cylinder extension. Red circles
indicate middle of the linearized region.

A main problem with gain scheduling method is to defining the switching moment. If the
controller is switched in one specific point it results in a rapid change of the control signal in
this point. It happened because of the proportional controller parameter rapid change. It is
also hard to stabilize the object close to the switching point. There are two reasons of that.
The first one is that both regulators have significant error in this area, so the system is
working with the PI control which is incorrect tuned for this area. The second one is that
those regulators could be switched many times while this stabilization. It may lead to
oscillation. Controlled object may be unable to stabilize in some areas which are close to
switching points.
To avoid switching problem without using a large number of controllers it is essential
to design smooth switching technique. One of the ideas is using a fuzzy logic for regulator
switching. In this approach each regulator has a working area close to working points, but
those areas are partly overlapping. Each regulator is working individually close to its
working point. If the system works far from any working point, the unique PID parameters
are calculated. Those parameters are some intermediate values between the control settings of
two closes regulators with proper weight. Working area of each controller is defined by the
fuzzy logic member function. Exemplary membership function from Matlab fuzzy logic
toolbox is presented in figure 5.24 and 5.25.
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Figure 5.24 Membership function for θ2 nonlinear output function.

Figure 5.25 Membership function for θ3 three nonlinear output functions.

Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method of fuzzy logic implementation is used. This method allows
using linear output function. It is useful for tuning of the membership function. To create
correct membership functions it was necessary to find some method to measure the
performance of each set of those functions. To obtain good solution fuzzy logic method is
used to recreate the real signal from linearized functions. In this test output of the fuzzy
controller block use the linearized functions. This fuzzy logic modeling method is used to
evaluate membership functions. In figure 5.26 and 5.27 real characteristic and recreated
characteristic by the fuzzy logic block are presented. Also error of this method is showed.
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Figure 5.26 Comparison of the system output and fuzzy logic model for θ2.

Figure 5.27 Comparison of the system output and fuzzy logic model for θ3.
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The „truth values‟ are the effect of the membership function. Those values are used to switch
the regulators instead of switching the linearized functions in fuzzy logic model. Those
values are simply multiplied with the control parameters. Then results for every PI
controllers are summed up to create unique PI parameters for current crane position.
To prove the stability of the control system it is sufficient to demonstrate stability for
each PI in its control range [22]. This stability problem is checked while setting the PI
parameters (chapter 5.8).
After this compensation the system contains only dynamic elements of a linear
system. Result system after both static nonlinear function compensations (chapter 5.6
and 5.9) are showed in figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28 System after nonlinear input and output compensations.

5.10 Nonlinear joystick input
After compensation the control system and operator input are linear. Joystick input to
the dSPACE system is linear with joystick‟s inclination directly proportional to control
signal.
If object speed is controlled with linear characteristic it causes unnatural operator
sense. The human perception of speed is close to the logarithmic relation. This evolutionary
adaptation of human is essential to sense physical phenomenon which contains large range of
speed changes. This logarithmic sense characteristic benefit in good manual control
performance when moving object is moving with small and at great speed. However in case
of linear speed control, nonlinear operator sense causes problem. The operator has the feeling
like operating nonlinear system. This phenomenon is presented in figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29 Schema of operator controlling linear object. Observed feeling is that system is moving
nonlinearly due to logarithmic operator sense.

One of the popular methods to neutralize this phenomenon is usage of logarithmic
elements. In the hydraulic application usually it is applied in the valve characteristic. Schema
of this control method is presented in figure 5.30.

Figure 5.30 Schema of operator controlling exponential object. Observed feeling is that system is
linear.

In automatic control system, object is usually linearized (chapter 5.6 and 5.9) to
obtain good automatic control performance. Operator‟s control signal should contain
nonlinearity on the joystick input, because it is proportional to reference control signal.
This solution provides good control performance at low speed and large possible
speed range. The function which is used in this application is plotted in figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31 Nonlinear control function which provide operator linear sense of control system.
Function include joystick dead zone to eliminate noise signal in zero inclination position.
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6 High layer control - trajectory generation
6.1 Introduction to high layer control
The control system of the crane is a real time one. The control signal has to be sent to
the crane in defined time period. It makes possible to response without big delays to the
crane movement. It implicates that the computational complexity of the programs which can
be implemented in the dSPACE or DASA controllers are significantly limited. Optimization
of the control process contains high computational complexity part. It has to be calculated on
the other computational unit, because of the limits of the mobile computational units. In this
approach to the problem, there is no need to make sophisticated calculations in response to
the crane movement in high control layer. The program to design an optimal movement of
the crane can be run only once, before the high layer control algorithm. The results of the
optimization layer are sent to the high control layer implemented in the dSPACE system,
while compiling the Simulink program. The control algorithm in the low layer control unit is
a tracking control system with is used only to follow the trajectory set by the high layer
control system which set the trajectory.
In this chapter notation „trajectory of the crane movement‟ has a little wider meaning
than usually. It means not only the movement of the tooltip of the crane, but it also contains
all movements of the links. It means that if the tooltip can reach one point in two different
crane positions it will be called as a different point in the trajectory despite the crane tool tip
being in the same position.

6.2 Point keeping program
The main goal of this thesis is to present a kinematic redundancy of the crane. This is
a very important issue for future movement optimization of the crane.
It was decided that the most visible method to present an extra degree of freedom is to
show how many crane positions represent the same tool tip position. The suitable test was
designed. In this test the tool tip is kept in the constant position and each link of the robot is
moving in the whole possible range without changing the tool tip position.
The trajectory of the crane movement is calculated by using the inverse kinematic of
the crane (chapter 4.2). To obtain a full set of crane position that represents the same tooltip
position it was essential to move one degree of freedom in the whole possible range. The
calculation of the other two geometric parameters of the crane fulfills the description of the
crane trajectory. The parameter which will be changed over the test will be called „test
parameter‟. Moving test parameter in the whole range should implicated that there will be no
more possible ways to get to one specified point.
In case of the crane movement the easier choice of the testing parameter is extension
link. There are two reasons of this solution:
1. Movement of this parameter makes the smallest change in the tool tip position.
Change of tool position in case of performing full movement of this degree of
freedom is small in comparison to the changes that are done by changing the angles
between links. It results that the change of the extension is easier to compensate using
two others degrees of freedom.
2. It is easy to decide where the area in which the tool tip can be kept constant is. It
requires only two tests to check if given point is achievable for all possible values of
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test parameter. It is required to test if the point is achievable both while the extension
is minimal and maximal. If the point fulfills both conditions it is achievable for all
possible extensions. Achievable areas with minimal and maximal extension are
sketch in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Working area of the robot. Case with the maximal extension (green) and minimal
extension (blue). The robot is placed in point (0, 0).

It is important to notice that the areas presented in figure 6.1 are overlapping only in some
part of the working range. The condition which uses only minimum or maximal extension is
not sufficient. Both conditions have to be checked before setting correct point in the robot
working space.
The program was implemented to calculate correct trajectory. It is changing test
parameter form the minimal to maximal value and calculates other geometric parameters to
compensate those changes. It is a simple task which is done using inverse kinematic of the
crane. The program is saving all information about the geometry of the crane to reach the
desired point to created precalculated trajectory.
While running the program the control program needs to read only one value to
determinate crane position, because each value of the test parameter is unique. The two
others geometric parameters (θ2 and θ3) are defined by the precalculated relation like in
figure 6.2. Consecutive switching between points at the regular interval leads to the smooth
trajectory movement. To save the storage space those points are approximated by the
polynomial and send to the control unit in this form.
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Figure 6.2 Exemplary trajectory obtained by compensating the extension changes over time.

The program was created to calculate the trajectory using any tooltip point within the
achievable area. Point is set by the user what make it easy to tests any point in the working
space. As a result of the crane highly nonlinear characteristic each point has different level of
complication for the control system. Experimental test were started from the easiest points
for the control system and then proceed to the most demanding ones.

6.3 Optimization of the trajectory
The control system implemented in the dSPACE is created to follow any designed
trajectory. It can also be used for future work for optimization of the crane movement.
The trajectory optimization movement is a quite complicated issue. It require to take into
account the cross correlation between control loops which are defined in the previous
chapters, and also it requires some collision avoidance algorithm in order to interact correctly
with the forwarder without impact. It may be also beneficial to take into account the strength
of the construction, especially in heavy load situation. In this thesis pseudo-optimal algorithm
is created for the illustration of the potential benefit of such solution. The list of the
assumption for this optimization:
 Crane cylinders are exactly the same except of cross-section dimension.
 There is no cross correlation between control system, especially in terms of supply.
 Change of the cylinder length is proportional to the used oil.
 Pomp is giving constant pressure, and there is no pressure drop in the pipes.
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In the pseudo-optimal algorithm the possible movement is calculated in static
movement situation. In the simulation only two sets of data are used. One is the crane
position before movement. The second one is the desired point where the tool tip will be
situated. In the simulation only the crane position is optimized.
There are two factors of the optimization cost function. The first one is related to the
tool tip position and use inverse kinematic equations. The error of the tool tip position has to
be minimal. It is done by finding minimal mean square error using the inverse kinematic
equations. The optimization is finding solution of the problem:
Min(W1 + W2)

(6.1)
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This part of the problem has a complicated 3D cost function and some local
minimums may appear. However this part of the optimization may be omitted in case of
limiting the possible solutions by calculating all possible solutions of the desired point. This
simplification is possible only if all benefits of the assumptions listed above are used. It was
decided to implement more sophisticated optimization to keep it closer to real task. In this
work, this simplified solution is used only for testing how close this optimization result is to
the global optimal solution.
The second part of the cost function is created to make the oil usage as small as
possible. The change of each cylinder length from the start position to the end position has
the weight proportional to the cross section of the given cylinder. It result that the algorithm
is trying to make the oil usage between start and end point as small as possible. This problem
is:
min(W3)

Where:
2
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(6.4)

(6.5)

θ32ext and θ22ext are the geometric functions which calculate extensions of each cylinder
based on the angles.
This part of the cost function is much easier for the optimization which all assumptions
which are used in this chapter.
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Optimization cost function requires weights for that cost function, otherwise it may
find optimal solution in terms of oil usage but it may not reach a demanded point. The cost
function with weights is presented in equation (6.4).
min(W1  weight1  W 2  weight 2  W 3  weight 3)

(6.6)

To test if the optimization is working properly suitable program was implemented.
The point which is used for the optimization is set by the user. The trajectory is automatically
drawn on the chart. This helps with fast verification of the error of the set point which
corresponds to the first part of the cost function. The exemplary trajectory calculated using
this method is visible in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Exemplary trajectory of the movement optimization. Colorful lines are showing important
point movement. Read one is related to the tool tip.

It was also necessary to test the second part of the cost function. The part of the program
which generates all possible crane positions to reach one point was used (chapter 5.1). The
value of the second part of the cost function was calculated for each trajectory point from that
simulation. It results in creating function which contains all cost of output values for the
designed point. To observe the result of this optimization on the same chart there was also
added a value of the first part of the cost function. The exemplary solution is presented in
figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Result of the optimization in comparison to all possible solutions.

In this problem despite all the simplifications which were done according to the
presented assumptions shape of the cost function is complicated multidimensional one with
local minimums. To calculate the result for that function the cost function was implemented
in standard Matlab genetic algorithm optimization from Matlab optimization toolbox. This
method was a good choice in terms of using multi-core processors to obtain good solution,
but it still has high computational complexity and it not ensure optimal solution. It results in
long computational time, but this algorithm will not be implanted in the real time system and
it does not cause problem to use sufficient time for this computation.

6.4 Semi-automatic crane control
In order to support an operator of the crane, it was suggested to use half-automatic
program. This program creates and follows some standard trajectory between the object lying
on the ground and point on the height, which allows putting cut wood to the loader. This idea
requires one control signal to control movement on the trajectory and second control signal to
make it possible to adapt this trajectory in order to not limit the working area. The idea to use
specific trajectory to control the crane is shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 Idea of half-automatic crane control.

It was decided to use the optimal movement trajectory in order to move the trajectory
between two points. In this case minimal operator effort is achieved when the system is
working close to the calculated optimal trajectory. In this thesis the optimal trajectory is
replaced with previously described pseudo-optimal solution (chapter 6.3). However the
program is prepared to use the optimal trajectory when one will be calculated.
The combination of those two algorithms make it is possible to automatically change
the trajectory based on the change of the starting and ending point of the trajectory. It makes
possibility to adapt program to the new task very quickly. However, it is required to create
some parameters which describe the position of the crane on the trajectory, despite of the
crane parameters (θ2, θ3 and extension). In chapter 5.1 the movement was controlled by the
test parameter. Unfortunately in this situation changes of each of crane parameters may
change direction, which makes it impossible to control crane in reference to one of them.
Using a new parameter which is not directly referred to the crane position makes it possible
to follow any trajectory even if some crane parameters are not changing or in the trajectory
appear multiple changes in sign of the derivative during the movement. It is also possible to
implement program from chapter 6.2 in the way that this new parameter is following test
parameter. This solution is much more general. The parameter consists of consecutive points
which are calculated by the program and approximated by the polynomial. As it is visible in
figure 6.2 in chapter 6.2 consecutive points which are presented on the x-axis clearly describe
the crane position. This parameter will be later called leading trajectory.
Each parameter of the trajectory (θ2, θ3 and extension) creates one function which can
be described as a function of the leading trajectory (example - figure 6.2). It is possible to
approximate that relation as a polynomial dependent on value of the leading trajectory. It
makes possible to control each parameter of the crane using just one input value. It also helps
to move on the optimal tooltip trajectory. What is more, this movement on this trajectory is
smooth. Exemplary trajectory is showed in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Crane movement on the desired trajectory. Green dots marks desired trajectory, red line is
referred to history of the crane tip movement.

If the crane would be moving only on the optimal trajectory it would result that in one
forwarder position only very limited number of points could be reached. To avoid such
situation it is essential to give the operator a possibility to change a desired trajectory. This
change will require additional effort, so a skilled operator should be able to use trajectories
which are very close to the optimal one.
To make change to the desired trajectory it is required to use second joystick input.
This joystick input will control tooltip movement forward and backward independent of
position on the leading trajectory. This movement is quite complicated for the operators
using the present method and is even used as a measure of operators‟ skills [23]. However it
is intuitive for the operator and it is not hard to perform in half-automatic control algorithm.
What's more, to make this change intuitive for the operator it should make the same change
of the tooltip position at any height above the ground. It will make it possible to have the
same precision while placing wood independent of the height of the wood stack.
This task is demanding in terms of the computational complexity. It requires
calculating forward kinematic equation in order to find where the tool tip position is placed.
Then it makes correction due to signal form joystick and then calculates inverse kinematic to
make proper parameters changes. It results that an operator has a feeling that this signal is
working independently of the leading trajectory. It is an intuitive solution to control the crane
and it is possible to implement it in two layers control approach.
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An operator may have a problem to undo the changes which he has done to the
optimal trajectory. Elimination of those changes is very important for this method. If such
correction is not eliminated the crane will work on the optimal trajectory only in the first
crane movement. It was necessary to make this process automatically. When the crane is
moving up on the trajectory, correction, which were done by the operator, is slowly
decreased to reach optimal starting point on the beginning of the new movement. The
exemplary trajectory is showed in figure 6.7. In case that the tool tip is moving down the
correction is kept constant to make it more natural for the operator. It is showed in figure 6.8.

Figure 6.7 Crane movement, automatic return to starting point. Green dots marks desired trajectory,
red line is referred to history of the crane tip movement.
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Figure 6.8 Crane movement, control signal move the crane tip forward in the middle do the trajectory.
Green dots marks desired trajectory, red line is referred to history of the crane tip movement.

6.5 Experimental tests
High level control layer is possible to test in the computer simulations, but it does not
ensure a good performance on the real object. The only authoritative test can be performed
on the real experimental crane. The result obtained from the experimental test contains both
errors from high layer control system and low control layer. In this work the main error is an
effect of the low control layer part and geometrical medal inaccuracy.
Tests which can show an actual performance of this control approach are performed
using one point keeping program (chapter 6.1). Tooltip movement in this scenario is taken as
the system error. This test was performed in several points to check control performance in
different conditions. The results for different points are different because of inaccuracy of
nonlinear crane characteristic compensation. Results from two tests are presented in
figures 6.9 to 6.12 It is worth to notice that the area presented on figures 6.11 and
6.12represent about 0,2% ( 2  104 ) of the area presented on figures 6.1 or 6.8. The area of
figures 6.11 and 6.12 can be represendet on figure 6.8 as a single dot.
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Figure 6.9 Test of the point keeping trajectory for point close to the crane pillar. The different link
orientations during the test are shown in the figure. The area inside the red box is presented in
figure 6.11.

Figure 6.10 Test of the point keeping trajectory for point far from the crane pillar. The different link
orientations during the test are shown in the figure. The area inside the red box is presented in
figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.11 Test of the point keeping trajectory for point close to the crane pillar.

Figure 6.12 Test of the point keeping trajectory for point far from the crane pillar.
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Experimental result shows that tooltip position is moving in a circle of 7.5 cm radius in
the most nonlinear part of the crane characteristic. In other positions the results are slightly
better, but it is not better than 5 cm radius circle. Some of the reasons of this inaccuracy are:
1. lack of synchronization in the links movements
2. geometrical model inaccuracy
3. cross correlation of the control loop in terms of supply
4. simplification in the model structure (not modeled delays)
5. nonlinear friction
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7 Conclusions and outlook
To achieve the main goal of this thesis it was necessary to make both a kinematic
model of the experimental crane (subchapter 4.1) and a simplified dynamic one (chapter 5).
Those models were based on the geometrical description (subchapters 3.1 and 4.3) and
measurements. A dynamic model of the crane was identified (subchapter 5.5-5.7) for the
control purposes. The nonlinear characteristic have been recorded and linearized in a number
of working points what results in a good control performance (subchapters 5.8-5.9). The
kinematic model of experimental crane was used for the simulation. It makes it possible to
find tooltip areas where there exists kinematic redundancy. Visualization of the model show
sets of possible crane links positions where each such set gives the same tooltip point. This
redundancy has been performed by moving the crane‟s links while keeping a constant tooltip
position (subchapter 6.2).This performance is the main goal of this thesis and it is achieved
using the experimental crane controlled by the dSPACE system. Implementation of the
control algorithm required knowledge from the dynamic model. Set of control loops
(subchapter 5.3) with PI controllers were tuned using the dynamic model and a genetic
optimization algorithm (subchapters 5.8-5.9). The developed control program moves the
links in large movements without changing the tooltip position. It shows that some
optimization algorithm can be implemented to improve the crane control performance
(subchapter 6.3). Controlling tool tip position can be achieved with the accuracy of 7.5 cm in
the worst tested case (subchapter 6.5).
The second goal was to aid the crane operator. It was done by creating a semi
automatic control algorithm (subchapter 6.4). This algorithm consists of two control layers
(chapter 5.1). Those layers of the program can be developed independently. Development of
the high control layer algorithm result that the demands of the operators can be easily
performed by the system. This control layer may even be personalized for the individual
operator. The low control layer is similar to the simpe PI close control loop (chapters 5.25.3). It uses PI controller which was improved to deal with the nonlinear object (subchapter
5.5-5.6 and 5.8-5.9). It uses technologies developt mostly for chemical process and aviation.
Using control method which is similar to others industrial applications results in similar
control issues. Some of those problems are already solved. Those solutions can be easy
adapted to control the crane. It also makes it possible to use new control techniques which
will be developed in the future for i.e. chemical processes. It may accelerate project progress
in the future. As a result this part of the thesis is based on works from many different
applications.
The control program was tested both by Matlab simulation and on the experimental
crane. It shows sufficient control precision using intuitive crane control method.
Unfortunatelly plays in the links which are much bigger then in the real forwarder crane
cause that the control bandwith had to be reduced. Otherwise the vibrations would be
exitated.
This thesis contains theoretical analysis, software verification, computer modeling
and simulation and implementation on the real object with validation. The spectrum of this
task with the limited resources makes it impossible to work out the perfect solution in every
technical aspect of this problem. It causes that there is still a significant number of control
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methods which can be developed in the future. Some of the ideas which can be used in
the future development of this control system are listed below:
Low control layer:
1. Compensation of the valve dynamic for extension control loop.
2. Improving of the basic controller ex. replacing PI controller with hybrid PI fuzzy
controller.
3. Synchronization of the trajectory movement by this MIMO control system.
4. Nonlinear friction compensation using ex. fuzzy logic black box method.
5. measurement of load influence on the system and compensation
6. Model predictive control with influence of each valve state to another, mass and load
influence on the system dynamic.
High layer control system:
1. Possibility of point storage which are set by the operator. And movement between
those points.
2. Moving on the straight line independent of the terrain slope.
3. Optimization of the precalculated trajectory
4. Optimization based on simplified model in real time.
Equipment:
1. Amplifier for the encoder signal from 5V to 10V which eliminate necessity of
encoder switching.
2. Joystick buttons connection to the dSPACE system.
3. Plays in the link reduction to the same level as in the real forwarder crane.
4. Stop the oil leakage.
List of the possible future improvements is long and contains a few aspects of the
project which can be developed independently. It is possible to test future development using
parts of the algorithms presented in this thesis. It creates opportunity for fast project
development and experimental evaluation of new project solutions.
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Appendix A – Crane parameters and their values
Table 1 – Positions of important positions of the experimental crane links.
NO.

POINT

POSITION (x, y, z) [m]

COORDINATE SYSTEM

1

L0P1

(0, 0, 0)

{L0x, L0y, L0z}

2

L0P2

(0, 0, 137.5)

{L0x, L0y, L0z}

3

L1P1

(0, 0, 0)

{L1x, L1y, L1z}

4

L1P2

(0, 0, 0.73)

{L1x, L1y, L1z}

5

L1P3

(0.115, 0, 0.033)

{L1x, L1y, L1z}

6

L2P1

(0, 0, 0)

{L2x, L2y, L2z}

7

L2P2

(0.2, 0, -0.060)

{L2x, L2y, L2z}

8

L2P3

(1.5197, 0, 0.215)

{L2x, L2y, L2z}

9

L2P4

(2.2317, 0 ,0.110)

{L2x, L2y, L2z}

10

L2P5

(2.3082, 0 ,0.0816)

{L3x, L3y, L3z}

11

L3P1

(0, 0 ,0)

{L3x, L3y, L3z}

12

L3P2

(-0.035 ,0 ,0.0937)

{L3x, L3y, L3z}

13

L3P3

(0.255, 0, 0.207)

{L3x, L3y, L3z}

14

L3P4

(101.7, 0, 10)

{L3x, L3y, L3z}

15

L4P1

(1.136, 0, -0.051)

{L4x, L4y, L4z}

16

L4P2

(1.058, 0, 0.107)

{L4x, L4y, L4z}

17

L4P3

(57.1, 0, 0)

{L4x, L4y, L4z}

Table 2 – Lengths of torque links and hydraulic cylinders.
NO

PARAMETER

VALUE [m]

1

TR1l

0.182

2

TR2l

0.194

3

C2lOS

0.045
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4

C2lC

0.43

5

C2lEXT

<0 ; 0.3>

6

C2lOE

0.0857

7

C2l

<0.5607 ;0.8607 >

8

C3lOS

0.035

9

C3lC

0.445

10

C3lEXT

<0 ; 0.3>

11

C3lOE

0.096

12

C3l

<0.576 ; 0.876>
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Appendix B – Selected Matlab programs.
C2_l.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

function C2l = C2_l(theta2)
%% transforms joint variable theta2 [rad] value into lift cylinder lenght [m]
x=1; z=3;
%% crane parameters derived from CAD model [x;y;z]
L1.P1 = [0;0;0];
% link 1 P1 related to {L1x,L2y,L2z}
L1.P2 = [0;0;0.73];
% link 1 P2 related to {L1x,L2y,L2z}
L1.P3 = [0.115;0;0.033];
% link 1 P3 related to {L1x,L2y,L2z}
L2.P1 = [0;0;0];
% link 2 P1 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
L2.P2 = [0.2;0;-0.060];
% link 2 P2 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
L2.P5 = [2.30815;0;0.0816]; % link 2 P5 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
%% constatns
a1
= sqrt(L1.P3(x)^2 + (L1.P2(z)-L1.P3(z))^2);
a2
= sqrt(L2.P2(x)^2 + L2.P2(z)^2);
psi1 = atan(L1.P3(x) / (L1.P2(z)-L1.P3(z)));
psi2 = atan(-L2.P2(z) / L2.P2(x));
psi3 = atan(L2.P5(z) / L2.P5(x));
%% variables
alpha = theta2 - psi1 - psi2 - psi3;
C2l
= sqrt(a1^2 + a2^2 - 2*a1*a2*cos(alpha));
end

C3_l.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

function C3l = C3_l(theta3)
%% transforms joint variable theta2 [rad] value into lift cylinder lenght [m]
x=1; z=3;
%% crane parameters derived from CAD model [x;y;z]
L2.P3 = [1.5196511;0;0.215];% link 2 P3 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
L2.P4 = [2.23165;0;0.110]; % link 2 P4 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
L2.P5 = [2.30815;0;0.0816]; % link 2 P5 related to {L2x,L2y,L2z}
L3.P1 = [0;0;0];
% link 3 P1 related to {L3x,L3y,L3z}
L3.P2 = [-0.035;0;0.093675];% link 3 P2 related to {L3x,L3y,L3z}
TR1l = 0.182;
% vector torque link 1 [m]
TR2l = 0.194;
% vector torque link 2 [m]
%% constatns
a3 = sqrt(L3.P2(x)^2 + L3.P2(z)^2);
a4 = TR2l;
a5 = TR1l;
a6 = sqrt((L2.P5(x) - L2.P4(x))^2 + (L2.P5(z) - L2.P4(z))^2);
a7 = sqrt((L2.P4(x) - L2.P3(x))^2 + (L2.P4(z) - L2.P3(z))^2);
a8 = sqrt((L2.P5(x) - L2.P3(x))^2 + (L2.P5(z) - L2.P3(z))^2);
psi3 = atan(L2.P5(z) / L2.P5(x));
psi4 = atan( (L2.P4(z) - L2.P5(z)) / (L2.P5(x) - L2.P4(x)) );
psi5 = atan(-L3.P2(x) / L3.P2(z));
psi6 = atan( (L2.P3(z) - L2.P5(z)) / (L2.P5(x) - L2.P3(x)) );
psi7 = acos( (a8*cos(psi4-psi6)-a6 )/ a7);
%% variables
beta1
= theta3 - psi3 + psi5 - pi/2;
f
= (a4.^2 -(a3.^2 + a5.^2 + a6.^2 + 2*a3.*a6.*cos(psi +
phi0)))./(2.*a5);
g
= -a3 .* sin(beta1 + psi4);
h
= a3 .* cos(beta1 + psi4)+a6;
beta2
= acos(f./sqrt(.g.^2 + h.^2)) - asin(-g./sqrt(g.^2+ h.^2));
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31:
32: C3l
33: end

= sqrt(a7^2 + a5^2 - 2*a7*a5*cos(beta2+psi7) );

Note: Symbols in the program follow Alexander Heinze convention. The angle alpha refers
to θ1, angle beta referees to θ2. Extension boom length is called simply extension.
pointChoice.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%this program is used to calculate trajectory which presents extra degree of
%freedom
%---------------------------------------------------------------clc
clear
addpath robotOptySubFcn %add folder with functions
daneCrane
%procedure with crane paremeters
rec0=ranges(Robot,0.05); %function to find the limits border and plot in on the
chart
axis([-0.5 4 -2 6]);
user_input = 'Yes';
while (strcmp(user_input,'Yes'))
[x,y] = ginput(1)%geting poin from graph
Point=[x,0,y,1];
[trajectory,rec]=pointKeeping(Point,0.05,0.05,rec0.tip,Robot); %estimating
trajectory to set the point in constatn posigion and make visualization
user_input = questdlg('next point?','Animation','Yes','No ','No ');
end
data_to_simulink%procedure which generate additionl data to simulink program

daneCrane.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% basic robot data
%---------------------------------------------------------------Robot.link1=2.120; % Height of the first link and pot
Robot.link2=2.30959; %boom length
Robot.link3=1.05326;
%third link lenght
Robot.link4=0.049; %perpendicular lenght beetwen tooltim and coordinate axis
Robot.link5=0.131; %lenght of the end part to the tool tip positon
Robot.Alimit=[ 0 1 0 ;
0 0 1 ;
1 0 0 ;
0 -1 0 ;
0 0 -1 ;
-1 0 0];%the robot working space limits for GA and other
functions
Robot.Blimit=[ (2.8504-0.0351) 3.0177 0.630 (-1.2046-0.0351) -0.2072 0]';%the
robot working space limits
%angles limit:
% alfa 45° 172° +ok 2° after coodrination change - linx fixed to DH
% beta 5° 178°
%extetnion:0 do 0.6300
[T01s,T02s, T03s, T04s]= Transf(Robot);%defining the roataion matrix
sym2funNoEval(T01s, 'extentions, alfas, betas ', 'Trans1', 'matrix transroation
1 coordiantion system to glogal');%create file for each rotation matrix
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26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

sym2funNoEval(T02s, 'extentions, alfas, betas ', 'Trans2', 'matrix transroation
2 coordiantion system to glogal');
sym2funNoEval(T03s, 'extentions, alfas, betas ', 'Trans3', 'matrix transroation
3 coordiantion system to glogal');
sym2funNoEval(T04s, 'extentions, alfas, betas ', 'Trans4', 'matrix transroation
4 coordiantion system to glogal');
trajectory.addPlot=[0 0 0]'; %addtional plot for the simulation
%Variables order: extention alfa beta

Transf.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%this function calculate transformation between the coordynate systems to
%make symbolic exations. output is a symbolic functions of crane variables
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [T01s,T02s, T03s, T04s]= Transf(robot)
syms extentions alfas betas
d4=extentions+robot.link5;
toolTransSyms=0;
T01a=[1 0 0 0;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 robot.link1;
0 0 0 1];
T12a=[1 0 0 robot.link2;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1];
T23a=[1 0 0 robot.link3;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1];
T34a=[1 0 0 d4;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 robot.link4;
0 0 0 1];
T01b=[cos(alfas-pi/2) 0 -sin(alfas-pi/2)
0
1
0
sin(alfas-pi/2) 0 cos(alfas-pi/2)
0
0
0
T12b=[cos(-pi+betas) 0
-sin(-pi+betas)
0
1
0
sin(-pi+betas) 0
cos(-pi+betas)
0
0
0
T23b=[1 0 0 0;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1];
T34b=[1 0 0 0;
0 1 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1];
T01s=T01a*T01b;
T12s=T12a*T12b;
T23s=T23a*T23b;
T34s=T34a*T34b;
T02s=T01s*T12s;
T03s=T01s*T12s*T23s;
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0

;

0

;

0

;

0

;

0

;

1 ];
0

;

1 ];

50:
51:
52:
53:
54:

T04s=T01s*T12s*T23s*T34s;
T01s=simplify(T01s);%first coordinate system to global coordinate system
T02s=simplify(T02s);%second coordinate system to global coordinate system
T03s=simplify(T03s);%third coordinate system to global coordinate system
T04s=simplify(T04s);%forth coordinate system to global coordinate system

ranges.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% ploting range on the XY palne of the robot movement - simplificed work
% Area to limit comutational complexity
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [rec0]=ranges(Robot,delta)
trajectory.addPlot=[0 0 0]';
%cleaning aditional plot
parametr
p=1;
%counter of point in the
limits plot
i=0;
%3-dimension elimination
becouse of 2dplot
BlimitZAK1=(floor(Robot.Blimit/delta)*delta)...
.*[1 1 0 1 1 1]'+[0 0 delta 0 0 0]';
%limits change for 0
extetnion working area
for j=0:delta:3.2
for k=0:delta:3.2
if (sum((Robot.Alimit*[i j k]'==BlimitZAK1))==2)
%chacking
if the point is on the border of limit area
%generating point for future plot
trajectory.extnetion(p)=i;
trajectory.alfa(p)=j;
trajectory.beta(p)=k;
p=p+1;
%increment number of point to plot
end
end
end
rec0=robot_trajectory_visualization(trajectory,Robot,0)
%couting the
tool tip position for the point on the limit border
cla
figure(1)
rec.addPlot=rec0.tip;
%adding the
additionary plot for the plot function
% Decreasing robot dimension in order to plot only the robot base
rec.tip=[0 0 0]';
rec.boom=[0 0 0]';
rec.link3=[0 0 0]';
Robot.link1=0;
Robot.link2=0;
Robot.link3=0;
Robot.link4=0;
robot_plot(0,[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0],[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0],...
[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0], [0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0],...
Robot,rec) %ploting the working area

pointKeeping.m
1:
2:
3:
4:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% Program to genearate trajectory with anables changing crane position
% without changing tooltip positon
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5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

%---------------------------------------------------------------function [trajectory,rec]=
pointKeeping(Point,deltaExt,frameTime,WorkPLOT,Robot)
trajectory.addPlot=WorkPLOT;
%adding plot to draw it on the final plot
point_Number=(0.630)/deltaExt;
%number optymalization to perform
extetion=0.0;
%starting extetion
for i=1:point_Number %loop for differen extention parameters
% inverse kinematic equations:
d2=norm ([Point(1),Point(3)]);
d1=norm ([Point(1),Point(3)]-[0, Robot.link1]);
d4=Robot.link3+extetion+Robot.link5;
beta=acos((Robot.link2^2+(d4)^2-d1^2)/(2*Robot.link2*d4))-...
atan(abs(Robot.link4)/d4);
alpha=acos((Robot.link2^2+d1^2-d4^2)/(2*Robot.link2*d1))+...
acos((d1^2+Robot.link1^2-d2^2)/(2*d1*Robot.link1));
% Limiting range to true robot limits - errors are are visible on plot if
% the hart robot limits are achieved
if alpha>Robot.Blimit(1)
alpha=Robot.Blimit(1);
end
if alpha<(Robot.Blimit(4)*(-1))
alpha=(Robot.Blimit(4)*(-1));
end
if beta>Robot.Blimit(2)
beta=Robot.Blimit(2);
end
if beta<(Robot.Blimit(5)*(-1))
beta=(Robot.Blimit(5)*(-1));
end
% Stroing information of crane parameters in trajectory variable
trajectory.beta(i)=beta;
trajectory.alfa(i)=alpha;
trajectory.extnetion(i)=extetion;
extetion=extetion+deltaExt;%change extention for the next loop
end
rec=robot_trajectory_visualization2(trajectory,Robot,frameTime);
%function
to vizualize the trajectory

Robot_trajectory_visualization2.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% This program make the visualization of the previous calculated robot
% traiectory, it use functio robot_plot to make ploting.
% This version perform only movement up and down
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [rec]= robot_trajectory_visualization2(trajectory,Robot,frameTime)
%use function:Trans1 Trans2 Trans3 Trans4 robot_plot limits
frame_numbers=length(trajectory.extnetion);%numbers of frame for the
visualization
rec.addPlot=trajectory.addPlot;%addutibak drawing on the plot
i=1;%couner
while i<frame_numbers
%calcucation values of the rotation matrix for every point in the simulation
T01=Trans1(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T02=Trans2(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T03=Trans3(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T04=Trans4(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
%procedure to save data for future use and ploting previous points
%tip
zapP=T04*[0; 0; 0; 1];
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22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:

rec.tip(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.tip(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.tip(3,i)=zapP(3);
%boom
zapP=T02*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.boom(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.boom(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.boom(3,i)=zapP(3);
%link3
zapP=T03*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.link3(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.link3(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.link3(3,i)=zapP(3);
%error - limits
rec.error(i)=limits(...
trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i),Robot);
%check limits - is the point really achievable
if frameTime>0
robot_plot(trajectory.extnetion(i),T01,T02, T03,
T04,Robot,rec);%ploting robot, trayectory and additonal plot
k=waitforbuttonpress;
if ~strcmp(get(gcf,'currentcharacter'),'s');%moving crane down
k=0;
i=i+1;
if i>length(trajectory.alfa)
i=length(trajectory.alfa)
end
end
if ~strcmp(get(gcf,'currentcharacter'),'w');%moving crane up
k=0;
i=i-1;
if i<1
i=1;
end
end
else
i=i+1;
end
end

limits.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%chacking limits of the crane geometry
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [err]= limits(extention,alpha,beta,Robot)
err=1;
if alpha>-Robot.Blimit(4)&& alpha<Robot.Blimit(1)&& beta>-Robot.Blimit(5)&&
beta<Robot.Blimit(2)&&extention>-Robot.Blimit(6)&& extention<Robot.Blimit(3)
err=0;
end
end

robot_plot.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%ploting robot on the chart
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [error]= robot_plot(extention,T01,T02, T03, T04,Robot,rec)
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:

%making the names shorter:
d1=Robot.link1;
d2=Robot.link2;
d3=Robot.link3;
d4=extention+Robot.link5;
% ploting space:
% axis([-0.1 4.5 -0.1 2.6 -0.1 2.6]);%3dimensions
axis([-1 5 -0.5 6]);%two dimensions
w=0.2;%size of the robot on the visualization in [m]
%boxes representing crane multipled with the transformation matrix
a0=[0 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2;
-w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2
;
0 0 d1 d1 0 0 0 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 d1 0 0 0 0];
a1=T01*[0 0 d2 d2 0 0 0 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 d2 0 0 0 0;
0 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2;
-w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2
-w/2;
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1];
a2=T02*[0 0 d3 d3 0 0 0 d3 d3 d3 d3 d3 d3 0 0 0 0;
0 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2;
-w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 -w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2 w/2
-w/2;
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1];
a3=T03*[0 0 d4 d4 0 0 0 d4 d4 d4 d4 d4 d4 0 0 0 0;
0 w/4 w/4 -w/4 -w/4 w/4 w/4 w/4 w/4 w/4 -w/4 -w/4 -w/4 -w/4 w/4 -w/4 w/4;
-w/4 -w/4 -w/4 -w/4 -w/4 -w/4 w/4 w/4 -w/4 w/4 w/4 -w/4 w/4 w/4 w/4 w/4
-w/4;
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
];
cla
plot(rec.addPlot(1,:),rec.addPlot(3,:),'.g');%plot additional plot
hold on
line([a0(1,:)], [a0(3,:)])%plot crane
line([a1(1,:)], [a1(3,:)])
line([a2(1,:)], [a2(3,:)])
line([a3(1,:)], [a3(3,:)])
hold on
plot(rec.tip(1,:),rec.tip(3,:),'r'); %ploting fistory of the crane tipe
movement

data_to_simulink.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%data to operate the crane using simulink program is calculated or adapted
%to the form which can be uses, like matrix insted of structure
%---------------------------------------------------------------maxPointState=length(trajectory.extnetion);%number of point in trajectory
pointState=[1:maxPointState];%leading parameter range
order=4;%order of function estymation - the same in symulink
pS2e=LMSestyNoSym( pointState, trajectory.extnetion
, order,10000);%leading
trajectory to extention polinomial aproximation
pS2a=LMSestyNoSym( pointState, trajectory.alfa
, order,10000);%leading
trajectory to alpha polinomial aproximation
pS2b=LMSestyNoSym( pointState, trajectory.beta
, order,10000);%leading
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14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

trajectory to betha polinomial aproximation
trajectory=[trajectory.extnetion; trajectory.alfa; trajectory.beta];%transfrm
structure to matrix
point_trajecotry_plot%ploting relation - leading trajecotry to ext/alpha/beta
h=0.002;%time constatn for dSPACE
%transformation structure to matrix.
robotSymulink(1)=Robot.link1;
robotSymulink(2)=Robot.link2;
robotSymulink(3)=Robot.link3;
robotSymulink(4)=Robot.link4;
robotSymulink(5)=Robot.link5;
robotSymulink(6)=Robot.Blimit(1);
robotSymulink(7)=Robot.Blimit(2);
robotSymulink(8)=Robot.Blimit(3);
robotSymulink(9)=Robot.Blimit(4);
robotSymulink(10)=Robot.Blimit(5);
robotSymulink(11)=Robot.Blimit(6);
dtermentCompenastions%program to determinate compansation for valve nonlinear
function

sym2funNoEval.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%create file with function from symbolic function
%this version do not run this function instatnly
%---------------------------------------------------------------function fhandle = sym2fun(A, param, fname, comment)
% Create a file str.m
fid = fopen(['robotOptySubFcn/' fname '.m'],'w');
% Comment : date
date = fix(clock);
fprintf(fid,'%% %s\n',comment);
fprintf(fid,'%% generated: %d-%d-%d %d:%d:%d\n\n',date);
% Create the function header
fprintf(fid,'function out = %s(%s)\n\n',fname,param);
% Create the output
fprintf(fid,'out = [');
sA = size(A);
for row=1:sA(1)
for col = 1:sA(2)
fprintf(fid,'%s ',char(A(row,col)));
end
fprintf(fid,';...\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'];');
% eval(['fhandle = @' fname ';']);
fclose(fid);

LMSestyNoSym.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%aproximate function with polinomial
%This version create only polinomial parameter without calculation
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [symFunOut]= LMSestyNoSym(input1, esty_output, order,roundLen)
for i=1:order+1;
H(:,i)=input1.^(order+1-i);
end
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10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

b_est = (H'*H)^-1*H'*esty_output';%LMS optimal solution
b_est=round(b_est.*roundLen)/roundLen;%truncate
symFunOut=b_est;
end
% To use those paramters:
%
for i=1:order+1;
%
symFunOut=symFunOut+inp^(order+1-i)*b_est(i);
% %inp is a single parameter
%
end

dtermentCompenastions.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%Function is creating compensation for alpha and betha valve nonliner
%characteristic
%---------------------------------------------------------------addpath nonlinearValveSubFcn%folder inluding function for valve compensation
load('betaa90.mat')%external file with resault of mesurements
load('alphab90.mat')%external file with resault of mesurements
alphab90(:,2)=-alphab90(:,2);%signal inverse - compensate as *-1 in simulink
%To eliminate dead zone:
% beta_addUp=-0.16;
% beta_addDn=0.165;
% alpha_addUp=-0.155;
% alpha_addDn=0.155;
%To decrease dead zone range:
beta_addUp=-0.155;
beta_addDn=0.155;
alpha_addUp=-0.145;
alpha_addDn=0.145;
% output desired function slope
beta_invSlope=4;
alpha_invSlope=4;
% calculation for each valve
[beta_Ampf1
beta_Ampf2]=nonNEW(betaa90,beta_addUp,beta_addDn,beta_invSlope,'beta');
[alpha_Ampf1
alpha_Ampf2]=nonNEW(alphab90,alpha_addUp,alpha_addDn,alpha_invSlope,'alpha');

nonNEW.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%Function create inverse valve function
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [Ampf1 Ampf2]= nonNEW(input,addUp,addDn,inVSlope,name)
data_amount=size(input,1);
number_up=1;%number of data on pozitive part of characteristic
number_dn=1;%number of data on negative part of characteristic
input2=input(:,:);%usesful for fast variable swithing
for i=1:data_amount;
if input(i,1)<0
input2(i,1)=input(i,1)+addDn; %dead zone elimination form mesurements
dn(number_dn,:)=input2(i,:); %values grater then 0
number_dn=number_dn+1;
%number of values grater then 0
end
if input(i,1)>0
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19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:

input2(i,1)=input(i,1)+addUp; %dead zone elimination form mesurements
up(number_up,:)=input2(i,:); %values smaller then 0
number_up=number_up+1;
%number of values smaller then 0
end
end
dn=sortrows(dn);
up=sortrows(up);
number_dn=number_dn-1;
number_up=number_up-1;
%%
sortIN2=sortrows(input2);
range=(sortIN2(1):0.001:sortIN2(data_amount)); %values in the whole range for
function tests
pos=(up(1,2)+dn(number_dn,2))/2;% point in the midle beetwen positive and
negative characteristic
%calculate valve nonlinearity for tests:
optDN=LMSestyNoSym([dn(:,1)' 0] ,[dn(:,2)' pos].*[dn(:,1)' 0] , 7,1000);
optUP=LMSestyNoSym([up(:,1)' 0] ,[up(:,2)' pos].*[up(:,1)' 0], 7,1000);
%calculate valve inverse function to achieve desired output value:
optDNinv=LMSestyNoSym([dn(:,2)' (up(1,2)+dn(number_dn,2))/2].*[dn(:,1)'
0],[dn(:,1)' 0] , 5,1000);
optUPinv=LMSestyNoSym([up(:,2)' (up(1,2)+dn(number_dn,2))/2].*[up(:,1)'
0],[up(:,1)' 0] , 5,1000);
%calculate inverse function variables for each range value
for i=1:size(range,2)
odw(i)=test_funkcji(range(i),optUP,optDN,7);
end
desCharac=range; %prealocation of memory
% Calculate required control to achieve desired output slope of valve
% characteristic
for i=1:size(range,2)
desCharac(i)=test_funkcji(range(i)/inVSlope,optDNinv,optUPinv,5);%required
control signal using slope
end
desSort=sortrows(desCharac);
nr=sum((desSort>0));
nr2=sum((desSort>=0))+1;
% Calculate parameters of optimal function to the inverse valve static
% nonlinearity
Ampf1=LMSestyNoSym(range(1:size(desSort,2)-nr),desCharac(1:size(desSort,2)-nr),
10,1000);
Ampf2=LMSestyNoSym(range(nr2:size(desSort,2)),desCharac(nr2:size(desSort,2)),10
,1000);
for i=1:size(range,2)
output1(i)=test_funkcji(range(i),Ampf2,Ampf1,10);% calculate inverse
function for tests
output2(i)=test_funkcji(output1(i),optUP,optDN,7);% calculate inverse
function is massed thour the valve nonlinearity
%output limits usesfull to slope tuning
if output2(i)>0.1
output2(i)=0.1;
end
if output2(i)<-0.1
output2(i)=-0.1;
end
end
%usesfull plot functions:
% figure
% cla
% hold on
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84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

title (name)
% plot(range,output1,'b')%
plot(range,output2*-1,'r')%
plot(dn(:,1)' ,dn(:,1)'.*dn(:,2)','bo')%
plot(up(:,1)' ,up(:,1)'.*up(:,2)','bo')%
% xlabel('control signal [V]')
% ylabel('signal to valves [proportional to flow]')
legend('otuput characteristic','original characteristic')

%
%
%
%
%

plotyy(range,desCharac,range,output1)
plot(range,odw,'b')%
plot(range,desCharac,'r')%
plot([dn(:,2)' (up(1,2)+dn(number_dn,2))/2].*[dn(:,1)' 0],[dn(:,1)' 0],'g.')%
plot([up(:,2)' (up(1,2)+dn(number_dn,2))/2].*[up(:,1)' 0],[up(:,1)' 0],'g.')%

Test_funkcji.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%function to simulate nonlinear valve function
%function to simulate inverse nonlinear valve function
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [value]= test_funkcji(input,dn,up,order)
value=0;
if input<0
for i=1:order+1;
value=value+input^(order+1-i)*up(i);%calculate polinomial value
end
end
if input>0
for i=1:order+1;
value=value+input^(order+1-i)*dn(i);%calculate polinomial value
end
end

trajectoryDesireManual.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%program to create and visalizate crane movement
%---------------------------------------------------------------clc
clear
addpath robotOptySubFcn
daneCrane
%procedure basic with crane paremeters
workArea%Program ploting working area for minimal and maximal extention
Point_numbers=15;%number of point in trajectory
%starting positon of a crane:
trajectory.alfa=pi/2;
trajectory.beta=pi/2;
trajectory.extnetion=0.315;
user_input = 'Yes';
while (strcmp(user_input,'Yes'))
figure(1)
[x,y] = ginput(2)%geting poin from graph created in work Area
Point=[x(1),0,y(1),1];%3D space point prapared for 3D work
last_point=length(trajectory.alfa);%lenght of a trajecotry
actualState=[trajectory.extnetion(last_point) trajectory.alfa(last_point)
trajectory.beta(last_point)]; %Crane actual positon
[trajectory,fval,change]=opty_to_point(actualState,Point,Robot,trajectory.addPl
ot,Point_numbers);%optymisation of crane movemnt beetwen actual position and
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25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:

point with was set by the operator
Point=[x(2),0,y(2),1];%second poin set by the operator
last_point=length(trajectory.alfa);
actualState=[trajectory.extnetion(last_point) trajectory.alfa(last_point)
trajectory.beta(last_point)];%Crane actual positon
[trajectory,fval,change]=opty_to_point(actualState,Point,Robot,trajectory.addPl
ot,Point_numbers);%optymisation of crane movemnt beetwen actual position and
point with was set by the operator
rec=robot_trajectory_visualization2(trajectory,Robot,0);%calculate points on
the trajectory
plot_chack_opty%program to draw optymal solution effect and all possible effect
for second par to GA cost function
figure(2)
user_input = questdlg('another pair?','Animation','Yes','No ','No ');
end
axis([-1 6 -1 6]);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------figure(1)
legend off
title ('crane trajecotry movement')
trajectory.addPlot=rec.tip;
robot_trajectory_visualization3(trajectory,Robot,0.1);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% data_to_simulink

WorkArea.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%procedure to plot working area of the robot with minimal and maximal
%extetnion
%---------------------------------------------------------------trajectory1.addPlot=[0 0 0]';%cleaning aditional plot parametr
trajectory2.addPlot=[0 0 0]';
p=1;%counter of point in the limits plot
delta=0.05;
for j=-Robot.Blimit(4):delta:Robot.Blimit(1)%range of the alpha
for k=-Robot.Blimit(5):delta:Robot.Blimit(2)%range of the beta
%
minimal extention
trajectory1.extnetion(p)=Robot.Blimit(6);
trajectory1.alfa(p)=j;
trajectory1.beta(p)=k;
%
maksimal extantion
trajectory2.extnetion(p)=Robot.Blimit(3);
trajectory2.alfa(p)=j;
trajectory2.beta(p)=k;
%
counter
p=p+1;%increment number of point to plot
end
end
rec1=robot_trajectory_visualization(trajectory1,Robot,0)%couting the tool tip
position for minimal extention
rec2=robot_trajectory_visualization(trajectory2,Robot,0)%couting the tool tip
position for maximmal extention
%only tool tip position is used
rec1t=rec1.tip;
rec2t=rec2.tip;
cla
figure(1)
hold on
plot(rec2t(1,:),rec2t(3,:),'.g');
plot(rec1t(1,:),rec1t(3,:),'.b');
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36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

title('working area')
xlabel('X dimension [m]')
ylabel('Z dimension [m]')
legend('maksimal extention','minimal extention')
axis([-1 6 -1 6]);

robot_trajectory_visualization.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% This program make the visualization of the previous calculated robot
% traiectory, it use functio robot_plot to make ploting.
% This version perform automatic simulation movement without keyboard
% control for frametime>0.
% for frametime=0 no plot is created
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [rec]= robot_trajectory_visualization(trajectory,Robot,frameTime)
%use function:Trans1 Trans2 Trans3 Trans4 robot_plot limits
frame_numbers=length(trajectory.extnetion);%numbers of frame for the
visualization
rec.addPlot=trajectory.addPlot;
for i=1:frame_numbers;
%calcucation of the rotation matrix for every point in the simulation
T01=Trans1(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T02=Trans2(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T03=Trans3(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
T04=Trans4(trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i));
%procedure to save data for future use and ploting previous points
%tip
zapP=T04*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.tip(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.tip(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.tip(3,i)=zapP(3);
%boom
zapP=T02*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.boom(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.boom(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.boom(3,i)=zapP(3);
%link3
zapP=T03*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.link3(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.link3(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.link3(3,i)=zapP(3);
%error - limits
rec.error(i)=limits(...
trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i),Robot);
%check limits - is the point really achievable
if frameTime>0
robot_plot(trajectory.extnetion(i),T01,T02, T03,
T04,Robot,rec);%ploting robot and trayectory
pause(frameTime)
%pause for time required to see the rasault
end
end

opty_to_point.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%Function with GA movement optymalization
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [trajectory,fval,change]=
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

opty_to_point(actualState,point,Robot,addPlot,Nr_points)
% inverse kinematic parameters:
d2=norm ([point(1),point(3)]);
d1=norm ([point(1),point(3)]-[0, Robot.link1]);
%genetic algoritm seting
options = gaoptimset;
options = gaoptimset(options,'PopulationSize', 30);
options = gaoptimset(options,'Display', 'off');
% genetic algoritm from optimalization toolbox, cost function is visibe
% below:
[x,fval,exitflag,output,population,score] =gamultiobj(...
@(a)(((acos((Robot.link2^2+((Robot.link3+a(1)+Robot.link5)^2+Robot.link5^2)d1^2)/(2*Robot.link2*sqrt((Robot.link3+a(1)+Robot.link5)^2+Robot.link4^2)))atan(abs(Robot.link4)/(Robot.link3+a(1)+Robot.link5))-a(3))^2*20 ...
+(acos((Robot.link2^2+d1^2((Robot.link3+a(1)+Robot.link5)^2)+Robot.link4^2)/(2*Robot.link2*d1))+acos((d1^
2+Robot.link1^2-d2^2)/(2*d1*Robot.link1))-a(2))^2)*80 ...
+(a(1)-actualState(1))^2*5+(alpha2ext(a(2))alpha2ext(actualState(2)))^2*10+(Beta2ext(a(3))-Beta2ext(actualState(3)))^2*9
)...
,3,Robot.Alimit,Robot.Blimit,[],[],[],[],options);
change=(x(1,:)-actualState);%calculate each variable change beetwen starting
and ending point
diff=change/(Nr_points-1);%calculate change beetwen two consecutive points
% reinicjalizing trajectory, all previous stored data in the trajectory is
% lost after this function
trajectory.extnetion(1)=actualState(1);
trajectory.alfa(1)=actualState(2);
trajectory.beta(1)=actualState(3);
trajectory.addPlot=addPlot;
% describing consecutive trajectory points:
for i=2:Nr_points
trajectory.extnetion(i)=trajectory.extnetion(i-1)+diff(1);
trajectory.alfa(i)=trajectory.alfa(i-1)+diff(2);
trajectory.beta(i)=trajectory.beta(i-1)+diff(3);
end

plot_chack_opty.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%Procedure to chack optimal crane positon - generate all set of possible
%soludiotn in one point using pointKeeping function
%---------------------------------------------------------------[viz,rec2]=pointKeeping(Point,0.01,0,trajectory.addPlot,Robot);%calculate set
of possible solutions
% cost function value for each point from pointKeeping program:
for i=1:floor(0.630/0.01)
wyk(i)=(viz.extnetion(i)-actualState(1))^2*5+(alpha2ext(viz.alfa(i))alpha2ext(actualState(2)))^2*10+(Beta2ext(viz.beta(i))Beta2ext(actualState(3)))^2*9;
end
%calculate cost function value for optymised point:
pom1=(trajectory.extnetion(length(trajectory.alfa))actualState(1))^2*5+(alpha2ext(trajectory.alfa(length(trajectory.alfa)))alpha2ext(actualState(2)))^2*10+(Beta2ext(trajectory.beta(length(trajectory.alf
a)))-Beta2ext(actualState(3)))^2*9;
for i=1:floor(0.630/0.01)
pom2(i)=pom1;
end
figure(2)
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23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

cla
plot(1:floor(0.630/0.01),wyk,'r')%ploting possible sloutons
hold on
plot(1:floor(0.630/0.01),pom2,'g')%ploting GA slouton
xlabel('lenght of the extetnon link')
ylabel('cost function value')
legend('all posible solutions','optymisation output')
figure(1)%moveing back to figure 1

robot_trajectory_visualization3.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% This program make the visualization of the previous calculated robot
% traiectory, it use functio robot_plot to make ploting.
% This version perform vertical (on trajectory) and horizontal movements
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [rec]= robot_trajectory_visualization3(trajectory,Robot,frameTime)
%use function:Trans1 Trans2 Trans3 Trans4 robot_plot limits
frame_numbers=length(trajectory.extnetion);%numbers of frame for the
visualization
rec.addPlot=trajectory.addPlot;
i=1;
add.ext=0;
add.alfa=0;
add.beta=0;
while i<frame_numbers+1
%chacking if the crane is not moveing against mechanical limits
if
limits(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajectory.b
eta(i)+add.beta,Robot)
if trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa<-Robot.Blimit(4)
add.alfa=-Robot.Blimit(4)-trajectory.alfa(i);
end
if trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa>Robot.Blimit(1)
add.alfa=Robot.Blimit(1)-trajectory.alfa(i);
end
if trajectory.beta(i)+add.beta<-Robot.Blimit(5)
add.beta=-Robot.Blimit(5)-trajectory.beta(i);
end
if trajectory.beta(i)+add.beta>Robot.Blimit(2)
add.beta=Robot.Blimit(2)-trajectory.beta(i);
end
end
%calcucation of the rotation matrix for every point in the simulation
T01=Trans1(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajecto
ry.beta(i)+add.beta);
T02=Trans2(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajecto
ry.beta(i)+add.beta);
T03=Trans3(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajecto
ry.beta(i)+add.beta);
T04=Trans4(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajecto
ry.beta(i)+add.beta);
%procedure to save data for future use and ploting previous points
%tip
zapP=T04*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.tip(1,i)=zapP(1);
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52:
53:
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rec.tip(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.tip(3,i)=zapP(3);
%boom
zapP=T02*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.boom(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.boom(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.boom(3,i)=zapP(3);
%link3
zapP=T03*[0; 0; 0; 1];
rec.link3(1,i)=zapP(1);
rec.link3(2,i)=zapP(2);
rec.link3(3,i)=zapP(3);
%error - limits
rec.error(i)=limits(...
trajectory.extnetion(i),trajectory.alfa(i),trajectory.beta(i),Robot);%check
limits - is the point really achievable
if frameTime>0
robot_plot(trajectory.extnetion(i),T01,T02, T03,
T04,Robot,rec);%ploting robot and trayectory
axis([-1 6 -1 6]);
waitforbuttonpress;
k=get(gcf,'currentcharacter');
if strcmp(k,'w');%moving crane up
i=i+1;
add.alfa=add.alfa*0.8;%decreasing correction when moving up
add.beta=add.beta*0.8;%decreasing correction when moving up
if i>frame_numbers
i=frame_numbers;%end of the trajectory
end
end
if strcmp(k,'s');%moving crane down
i=i-1;
if i<1
i=1;%end of the trajectory
end
end
if strcmp(k,'a');%moving crane left
add=side_control(-1,trajectory,add,i,Robot);%performs
horizontal movement
end
if strcmp(k,'d');%moving crane right
add=side_control(1,trajectory,add,i,Robot);%performs horizontal
movement
end
else
i=i+1;
end
end

side_control.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% This function make horizontal movement in cartezian coordinate system
%---------------------------------------------------------------function add= side_control(direction,trajectory,add,i,Robot)
Point=Trans4(trajectory.extnetion(i)+add.ext,trajectory.alfa(i)+add.alfa,trajec
tory.beta(i)+add.beta)*[0; 0; 0; 1]; %calculate tool tip positon
change=0.1;%determinate how big changes will be perform with signle keybord
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10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

input
Point(1)=Point(1)+change*direction;%direction decide about left or right
movement
%inverse kinamatic equations:
d2=norm ([Point(1),Point(3)]);
d1=norm ([Point(1),Point(3)]-[0, Robot.link1]);
d4=sqrt((Robot.link3+trajectory.extnetion(i)+Robot.link5+add.ext)^2+Robot.link4
^2);
beta=acos((Robot.link2^2+(d4)^2-d1^2)/(2*Robot.link2*d4))atan(abs(Robot.link4)/d4);
alpha=acos((Robot.link2^2+d1^2d4^2)/(2*Robot.link2*d1))+acos((d1^2+Robot.link1^2-d2^2)/(2*d1*Robot.link1));
%testing mechanical crane limits and performing crane
%geometrical perameters change
if ~limits(trajectory.extnetion(i),alpha,beta,Robot)
add.alfa=alpha-trajectory.alfa(i);
add.beta=beta-trajectory.beta(i);
end
end

linearization.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% This program make linearization of parameters. It is necesery to make
% tudne membership function of fuzzy logic
%---------------------------------------------------------------clc
addpath robotOptySubFcn
addpath fuzzySubFcn
daneCrane %procedure with contains basic crane data
alpha=(-Robot.Blimit(4):0.01:Robot.Blimit(1));%generate values in whole alpha
range
beta1= (-Robot.Blimit(5):0.01:Robot.Blimit(2));%generate values in whole beta
range
% Points calculatio for relation beetwen beta and cylinder extention for
% future optimisation algorithm:
for i=1:length(beta1);
x(i)=c2xMH(beta1(i)) ;
end
% Points calculation for relation beetwen alpha and cylinder extention for
% future optymisation algorithm:
for i=1:length(alpha);
x2(i)=c1_x(alpha(i));
end
%polinomial relation beetwen angle and piston extension:
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(beta1 ,x , 6,10000), 'inp', 'Beta2ext' , 'beta1 to
extatnion')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(alpha ,
x2 , 6,10000), 'inp', 'alpha2ext' , ' alpha to
extatnion')
%linearized function in for points for beta:
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(beta1(1:floor(length(beta1)/10)) ,
x(1:floor(length(beta1)/10)) , 1,10000), 'inp', 'lin1beta1' , 'cilinder 2,
linearize beta1 to extatnion usign first few points ')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(beta1(2*floor(length(beta1)/10):floor(length(beta1)/10)*
3) ,
x(2*floor(length(beta1)/10):floor(length(beta1)/10)*3) , 1,10000),
'inp', 'lin1p5beta1' , 'cilinder 2, linearize beta1 to extatnion usign first
few points ')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(beta1(floor(length(beta1)/2length(beta1)/10/2):floor(length(beta1)/2+length(beta1)/10/2)) ,
x(floor(length(beta1)/2-
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length(beta1)/10/2):floor(length(beta1)/2+length(beta1)/10/2)) , 1,10000),
'inp', 'lin2beta1' , 'cilinder 2, linearize beta1 to extatnion using midle
points')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(beta1(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/10):length(beta1)) ,
x(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/10):length(beta1)) , 1,10000), 'inp', 'lin3beta1' , 'cilinder 2,
linearize beta1 to extatnion using last few points')
%linearized function in for points for alpha:
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(alpha(1:floor(length(alpha)/10)) ,
x2(1:floor(length(alpha)/10)) , 1,10000), 'inp', 'lin1alpha' , 'cilinder 1,
linearize alpha to extatnion usign first few points ')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(alpha(floor(length(alpha)/2length(alpha)/10/2):floor(length(alpha)/2+length(alpha)/10/2)) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)/2length(alpha)/10/2):floor(length(alpha)/2+length(alpha)/10/2)) , 1,10000),
'inp', 'lin2alpha' , 'cilinder 1, linearize alpha to extatnion using midle
points')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(alpha(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/10):length(alpha)) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/10):length(alpha)) , 1,10000), 'inp', 'lin3alpha' , 'cilinder 1,
linearize alpha to extatnion using last few points')
sym2funNoEval(LMSesty(alpha(floor(length(alpha)-2:length(alpha))) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)-2:length(alpha))) , 1,10000), 'inp', 'lin3p5alpha' ,
'cilinder 1, linearize alpha to extatnion using last few points')
% Create points to present linarized functions for beta
for i=1:length(beta1);
x_estLin1(i)=lin1beta1(beta1(i));
x_estLin2(i)=lin2beta1(beta1(i));
x_estLin3(i)=lin3beta1(beta1(i));
x_estLin1p5(i)=lin1p5beta1(beta1(i));
end
% Create points to present linarized functions for alpha
for i=1:length(alpha);
x2_estLin1(i)=lin1alpha(alpha(i));
x2_estLin2(i)=lin2alpha(alpha(i));
x2_estLin3(i)=lin3alpha(alpha(i));
x2_estLin3p5(i)=lin3p5alpha(alpha(i));
end
% Caculate midle point for every linearization
beta1LinPoints=...
[
c2xMH(beta1(floor(length(beta1)/20)))*100
c2xMH(beta1(2*floor(length(beta1)/10)*2))*100
c2xMH(beta1(floor(length(beta1)/2)))*100
c2xMH(beta1(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/20)))*100 ;
beta1(floor(length(beta1)/20))/pi*180
beta1(2*floor(length(beta1)/10)*2)/pi*180
beta1(floor(length(beta1)/2))/pi*180
beta1(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/20))/pi*180
];
alphaLinPoints=[...
c1_x(alpha(floor(length(alpha)/20)))*100
c1_x(alpha(floor(length(alpha)/2)))*100
c1_x(alpha(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/20)))*100
c1_x(alpha(floor(length(alpha)-1)))*100 ;
alpha(floor(length(alpha)/20))/pi*180
alpha(floor(length(alpha)/2))/pi*180
alpha(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/20))/pi*180
alpha(floor(length(alpha)-1))/pi*180
];
%beta plot chart
figure(1)
hold on
plot(beta1/pi*180,x*100,'b');
plot(beta1/pi*180,x_estLin1*100,'g');
plot(beta1LinPoints(2,:), beta1LinPoints(1,:),'ro')
plot(beta1/pi*180,x_estLin2*100,'g');
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plot(beta1/pi*180,x_estLin3*100,'g');
plot(beta1/pi*180,x_estLin1p5*100,'g');
plot(beta1LinPoints(2,:), beta1LinPoints(1,:),'ro')
xlabel('angle [deg]');
ylabel('extetnion [mm]');
legend('real signal','linear aproximation', 'linearization point')
title('relation theta three-cylinder extention');
%alpha plot chart
figure(2)
hold on
plot(alpha/pi*180,x2*100,'b');
plot(alpha/pi*180,x2_estLin1*100,'g');
plot(alphaLinPoints(2,:), alphaLinPoints(1,:),'ro')
plot(alpha/pi*180,x2_estLin2*100,'g');
plot(alpha/pi*180,x2_estLin3*100,'g');
plot(alpha/pi*180,x2_estLin3p5*100,'g');
plot(alphaLinPoints(2,:), alphaLinPoints(1,:),'ro')
xlabel('angle [deg]');
ylabel('extetnion [mm]');
legend('real signal','linear aproximation', 'linearization point');
title('relation theta two-cylinder extention');
%generate data for simulink fuzzy logic tests
inputAngle.time=(1:length(beta1))/30
inputAngle.signals.values=beta1'
inputAngle2.time=(1:length(alpha))/30
inputAngle2.signals.values=alpha'
alphaTestSugeno=readfis('fis/alphaTestSugeno.fis');
alphaTestSugeno2=readfis('fis/alphaTestSugeno2.fis');
betaTestSugeno=readfis('fis/alphaTestSugeno.fis');
betaTestSugeno2=readfis('fis/alphaTestSugeno.fis');
addpath('robotOptySubFcn')
%generate data for GA optymisation:
beta_curve=zeros(4,2);
beta_curve(1,:)=LMSestyNoSym(beta1(1:floor(length(beta1)/10)) ,
x(1:floor(length(beta1)/10)) , 1,10000);
beta_curve(2,:)=LMSestyNoSym(beta1(2*floor(length(beta1)/10):floor(length(beta
1)/10)*3) ,
x(2*floor(length(beta1)/10):floor(length(beta1)/10)*3) ,
1,10000);
beta_curve(3,:)=LMSestyNoSym(beta1(floor(length(beta1)/2length(beta1)/10/2):floor(length(beta1)/2+length(beta1)/10/2)) ,
x(floor(length(beta1)/2length(beta1)/10/2):floor(length(beta1)/2+length(beta1)/10/2)) , 1,10000);
beta_curve(4,:)=LMSestyNoSym(beta1(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/10):length(beta1)) ,
x(floor(length(beta1)length(beta1)/10):length(beta1)) , 1,10000);
alpha_curve=zeros(4,2);
alpha_curve(1,:)=LMSestyNoSym(alpha(1:floor(length(alpha)/10)) ,
x2(1:floor(length(alpha)/10)) , 1,10000);
alpha_curve(2,:)=LMSestyNoSym(alpha(floor(length(alpha)/2length(alpha)/10/2):floor(length(alpha)/2+length(alpha)/10/2)) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)/2length(alpha)/10/2):floor(length(alpha)/2+length(alpha)/10/2)) , 1,10000);
alpha_curve(3,:)=LMSestyNoSym(alpha(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/10):length(alpha)) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)length(alpha)/10):length(alpha)) , 1,10000);
alpha_curve(4,:)=LMSestyNoSym(alpha(floor(length(alpha)-2:length(alpha))) ,
x2(floor(length(alpha)-2:length(alpha))) , 1,10000);

LMSesty.m
1: %---------------------------------------------------------------2: %Crane Tip Control V
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5:
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16:
17:
18:

%aproximate function with polinomial
%This version create only polinomial parameter and create symbloic function
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [symFunOut]= LMSesty(input1, esty_output, order,roundLen)
for i=1:order+1;
H(:,i)=input1.^(order+1-i);
end
b_est = (H'*H)^-1*H'*esty_output';
b_est=round(b_est.*roundLen)/roundLen;
syms inp
symFunOut=0;
for i=1:order+1;
symFunOut=symFunOut+inp^(order+1-i)*b_est(i);
end
end

GAoptymalization.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% this program contain GA optymisation of PI gain
%---------------------------------------------------------------clear
linearization
close all
clc
addpath optySubFcn
% system parameters form identyfication program:
parametry_sys=[3.70944, 0.816622, 0.25;%alpha system
3.5875, 0.7517, 0.25
%beta system
]; %wn, zeta, kp
tic%turn on clock
for j=1:2
for i=1:4
%
slope of the linearized system form linearization file:
if j==1
kw=alpha_curve(i,1)*100;
end
if j==2
kw=beta_curve(i,1)*-1*100;
end
Ts=0.002;%sample time
sor=sys_par(parametry_sys(j,:));%transate system parameter to analog
transfer function form
'optymisation in progress'
%genetic algorith seting
options = gaoptimset;
options = gaoptimset(options,'PopulationSize', 30);
options = gaoptimset(options,'Display', 'off');
% genetic algoritm from optimalization toolbox with cost function
% form file 'cost'
[x,fval,exitflag,output,population,score] =gamultiobj(...
@(a)(cost(a,sor,kw))...
,2,[1 0; 0 1; -1 0; 0 -1],[100 100 0 0],[],[],[],[],options);
P=x(1,1);%proportional gain
I=x(1,2);%integra gain
reg=tf([P I],[1 0]);%PI transfer function
Sys=sor*kw*reg;%open loop system
system=Sys/(1+Sys);%close loop system
figure
pzmap(system);
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44:
Y=lsim(system,ones(1001,1)',(0:0.01:10));%step function simulation
45:
figure
46:
plot(0:0.01:10,Y)%step response plot
47:
outPI(i+(j-1)*4,:)=[P I];
48: %
Print variables during simulation:
49:
outPI
50:
i
51:
j
52:
end
53: end
54: toc%turn off clock

sys_par.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
% transate system parameters to analog transfer function
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [sysout] = sys_par(par)
wn=
par(1);
zeta= par(2);
kp=
par(3);
s = tf('s');
sysout = (kp*wn*wn)/(s*s+2*zeta*wn*s+wn*wn);

cost.m
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

%---------------------------------------------------------------%Crane Tip Control V
%It is cost function for GA optymalisation algorithm
%---------------------------------------------------------------function [cost]=cost(a,sor,kw)
Usignal=ones(1001,1)'; %step function
simulationOut=lsim(sor*kw*tf([a(1) a(2)],[1 0])/(1+sor*kw*tf([a(1) a(2)],[1
0])),Usignal,(0:0.01:10)); %simulation of the colose loop sytem
SimLen=size(simulationOut,1);%lenght of simulation
OverError=abs((max(simulationOut)-1));%owershout error
stateErr=0;
Flag=1;%taime regualation time, flag=0 system is close to steady state
regTime=100000;%costa if the sytem will not be in steady state
wholeErr=0;%sum or the errors
change=0;%number of corosing 1 (oscylations)
addError=0;%additonal value to the error function
for i=1:SimLen
if i>450
stateErr=stateErr+(1-simulationOut(i))^2;%error in stady state (after
4,5s)
end
if (((simulationOut(i)-1)^2)<0.00001)&&Flag %system is coming to the steady
state
regTime=i;%seting new regulation time
Flag=0;%informa that sytem is in steady state
change=change+1;%counter for oscylations
end
if (((simulationOut(i)-1)^2)>0.00001)%system was close to the set value but
not stay in small epsilon near the set value
Flag=1;%infrm that system is not in steady state
regTime=wholeErr*1000;%regulation time is set as a big value but its
value ich chaningin continiously to make it more convergent
end
wholeErr=wholeErr+(1-simulationOut(i))^2;%errof beetwen the set value and
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35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:

system response
end
OverError=OverError*8000;%weight of overshout error
stateErr=stateErr/10000;%weihgt of steady state error
regTime=regTime;%weight of regulation time error (1)
if change>1
addError=change*100; %additional cost form oscylations
end
clc
%ploting variables during simulations
'regTime stateErr OverError'
[regTime stateErr OverError]
'P I'
[a(1) a(2)]
cost=regTime+OverError+stateErr+addError;%value of cost function of this
chromosome
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